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Chancellor Lendley C Black, Presiding 
P R E L U D E C O N C E R T 
"Toccata Marziale" (Ralph Vaughan Williams) 
"October" (Eric Whitacre) 
"English Folksong Suite" (Ralph Vaughan Williams) 
"An Irish Rhapsody" (Clare Grundman) 
U M D Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
M A R K W H I T L O C K , Conductor 
P R O C E S S I O N 
"Pomp and Circumstance" (Sir Edward Elgar) 
Please stand during the Procession and remain standing for 
the Presentation of the Colors and the National Anthem. 
P R E S E N T A T I O N O F T H E C O L O R S 
Air Force R C T C Detachment 420 Color Guard 
T H E N A T I O N A L A N T H E M 
Morning Ceremony 
Led by S A R A H M E H L E , Graduate Student 
U M D Department of Music 
Afternoon Ceremony 
Led by A L I C E P I E R C E , Voice Instructor 
Lyrics on page 38 
H O N O R S O N G 
M A - I I N - G A N Singers,Traditional Cjibwe Drum, 
Fond du Lac Reservation 
In Anishinaabe culture, the Honor Song is sung to 
recognize, to honor and to celebrate accomplishments, both 
individual and group. 
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S T O T H E C L A S S O F 2 0 1 4 
Regent L A U R A M B R O D 
S T U D E N T SPEAKERS 
Morning Ceremony 
G R A E M E S H I E L D S , 
School of Fine Arts 
Afternoon Ceremony 
J O R D A N D M A I E R S , 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
I N T R O D U C T I O N O F C O M M E N C E M E N T S P E A K E R 
C H A N C E L L O R L E N D L E Y C B L A C K 
C O M M E N C E M E N T A D D R E S S 
T I M O T H Y H O L S T , Associate Vice Chancellor for 
Graduate Education & Research 
R E C O G N I T I O N O F F A C U L T Y 
A N D R E A S C H O K K E R , Executive Vice Chancellor for 
Academic Affairs 
C O N F E R R I N G O F D O C T O R A L D E G R E E S 
Regent L A U R A M B R O D 
C O N F E R R I N G O F M A S T E R ' S D E G R E E S 
Regent L A U R A M B R O D 
C O N F E R R I N G O F U N D E R G R A D U A T E D E G R E E S 
Regent L A U R A M B R O D 
Morning Ceremony 
J I L L P I N K N E Y P A S T R A N A , D E A N 
College of Education & Human Service Professions 
S U S A N M A H E R , D E A N 
College of Liberal Arts 
W I L L I A M P A Y N E , D E A N 
School of Fine Arts 
Afternoon Ceremony 
A M Y H I E T A P E L T O , D E A N 
Labovitz School of Business lA Economics 
J A M E S R I E H L , D E A N 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
A L M A M A T E R S O N G O F T H E U N I V E R S I T Y 
"Hail! Minnesota" (Truman E Rickard & Arthur Upson) 
Morning Ceremony 
Led by S A R A H M E H L E , Graduate Student 
U M D Department of Music 
Afternoon Ceremony 
Led by A L I C E P I E R C E , Voice Instructor 
Lyrics on page 38 
R E C E S S I O N A L 
"Auld Lang Syne" (Karl L King) 
SPECIAL NOTICE 
Whether the individual is the first or last to receive a degree in the graduation ceremony, the conferring of that degree is a very special 
event for every graduate and family. To this end, it is requested that everyone remain seated until the conclusion of the commencement 
ceremony. 
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T H E 2014 COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
TIMOTHY H O L S T , Associate Vice Chancellor for Craduate Education & Research 
Dr. Hoist earned a baccalaureate degree in Geology in 1973 and a Ph.D. in Geology in 1977, 
from the Twin Cities campus of the University of Minnesota. He taught at Hope College 
before coming to U M D , in the fall of 1979, to join the Department of Geology. While 
at U M D , he taught a variety of courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels, advised 
graduate students, co-advised a Ph.D. student and led many spring break geology field trips. 
He spent a sabbatical year as a Fulbright Senior Research Fellow in Bergen, Norway in 1985-
86. He authored and co-authored numerous publications, on folds in rock and details of 
the folding process, as well as on tectonics of the Lake Superior region, among other topics. 
Dr. Hoist was Principal Investigator on over half a million dollars in sponsored funding and 
Co-Principal Investigator for nearly three million. His research was supported by grants from 
the National Science Foundatio. 1, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Research Corporation and other agencies. He also worked locally, regionally 
and nationally in efforts to increase representation from under-represented groups in science and engineering fields. He 
has served in numerous administrative roles at U M D , including Associate Dean of the Swenson College of Science and 
Engineering from 1990-2009, Acting Dean in 2007, Director of the Center for Freshwater Research 8c Policy from 1998-
2007, Director of Research Administration in 2008 and as interim and then permanent Associate Vice Chancellor for 
Graduate Education 8c Research from 2009 to the present. He has been active in committee service to the campus and the 
University of Minnesota system, including serving almost 25 years as an Undergraduate Research Cpportunities Program 
coordinator. Nationally he served as a Councilor on the Council for Undergraduate Research and as a member of the Board 
of Governors for the National Conference on Undergraduate Research, including stints as Treasurer and Chair of the Board. 
Dr. Hoist is retiring this year after 35 years at U M D . 
STUDENT SPEAKERS 
G R A E M E S H I E L D S 
School of Fine Arts, Theory & Composition, 
Magna Cum Laude, Departmental Honors, 
University Honors 
Graeme Shields has enjoyed many opportunities provided 
by U M D and Duluth over the past four years; composing 
music for U M D Theatre productions, establishing Fourte 
Saxophone Quartet; writing and arranging for area 
concerts have been a joy. He looks forward to pursuing a 
musical career. 
J O R D A N M A I E R S 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering, Applied 
Physics and Mathematics, Summa Cum Laude, 
Departmental Honors 
Jordan Maiers is the founding member of the intramural 
ultimate frisbee dynasty "Sick Mitts." After enjoying four 
years at U M D , he is excited and terrified to leave it behind 
while taking on science in the real world. 
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STUDENT AWARDS 
SiEUR DU L u T H AWARD 
BENJAMIN D U F A U L T 
College of Liberal Arts, Political Science, 
Communication Minor 
SiEUR DU L u T H AWARD 
K A T E M E N S I N G 
College of Liberal Arts, Women's Studies, 
Art Minor, Magna Cum Laude 
Benjamin Dufault, a graduating senior with a political 
science major and a communication minor, has used his 
interest in politics to serve U M D . He has been a member 
of the Student Association for three years, where he 
served as the liaison to 200-plus student organizations. He 
worked on the Kirby Lounge renovation and represented 
students on the U M D Strategic Planning and Budget 
Committee. He excelled as coordinator of Bulldog Lobby 
Day, encouraging wide participation from the student body 
and advocating for U M D to state legislators. As president 
of the Campus Democrats, he interned in Senator A l 
Franken's office and helped coordinate the campus visit of 
President BiU Clinton. In all these roles and many more, 
he has promoted the campus to the greater community. 
Kate Mensing, a graduating senior with a women's studies 
major and an art minor, has been active with a number 
of community organizations and causes during her career 
at U M D . She has worked with Loaves and Fishes on 
homelessness issues, the YMCA's Gir l Power program, 
the neighborhood youth program, Mind2Mind and the 
Bike Cave, a community-powered bike shop. She also 
worked to improve the campus environment through 
her involvement in Minnesota PubUc Interest Research 
Group, V-Day U M D , Transformation, Reproductive 
Rights Justice Coalition and the G L B T Q A Commission-
QASU. Kate is a woman who is passionate about social 
justice and works tirelessly and creatively to make positive 
changes in the world. 
STUDENT EMPLOYEE OF T H E YEAR 
A N D R E W F O N D R I C K 
College of Liberal Arts, Communication, 
Journalism & Coaching Minors 
Andrew Fondrick was named the 2013-2014 U M D Student Employee 
of the Year for his work as an assistant producer at K U M D 103.3 F M , 
UMD's radio station. He has a second job on campus with Intercollegiate 
Athletics as a sports information assistant. His coursework has included 
communication classes in scientific methods and public relations and 
he also conducted a study on the effects of media violence. 
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FACULTY AWARDS & RECOGNITION 
CHANCELLOR s AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING 
This award recognizes faculty who have made contributions to the teaching mission of U M D that are of extraordinary 
quality and reflect UMD's emphasis on high quality undergraduate and graduate education. This award honors faculty for 
innovative pedagogy, development of creative and critical thinking, student mentoring, commitment to liberal education, 
leadership and impact within a department. 
ANGELA SHARP, Instructor, Mathematics & Statistics, Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
Angela Sharp obtained her bachelor's degree from University of Mary (Bismarck, ND) in 
Mathematics and her master's degree from U M D in Applied & Computational Mathematics. She 
joined the faculty in the Department of Mathematics & Statistics in 2001. In 2003, she then added 
the role of administrative assistant primarily responsible for the department's graduate teaching 
assistants. She has served on committees both within Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
(SCSE) and across campus, including the Student Service Fee Committee, the Educational Policy 
Committee-Admissions, Retention and Graduation, the Instructional Development Services 
Board and the Mathematics Instructional Development Committee. She has been the faculty 
advisor for the Women in Engineering & Science student group since 2005. She was awarded the 
Cutstanding Faculty Award by UMD's Student Association in 2006 and was the first recipient of 
the SCSE Teaching Award in 2010. She has six peer-reviewed publications and her main area of 
research is environmental modeling. 
CHANCELLORS DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH AWARD 
This award honors faculty for their excellence in research or creative activity, scholarly or artistic contributions to individual 
disciplines and dedication to student research. 
JOHN G O O D G E , Professor, Ceologkal Sciences, Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
John Goodge received his B.A. from Carleton College; M.S. from the University of Montana, 
and Ph.D. from U C L A . He served as assistant and associate professor at Southern Methodist 
University (SMU) from 1988-2001; as a visiting scientist at Australian National University from 
2000-2013; and has served as an associate professor and professor at U M D since 2002. 
His research interests are in the areas of continental tectonics and the formation of continental 
crust; development of coUisional and subduction-zone mountain belts; active research in the 
Transantarctic Mountains of Antarctica and the subglacial geology of East Antarctica, including 
11 extended field seasons in Antarctica. 
He received the Golden Mustang Award for Teaching and Scholarship at SMU in 1997; elected 
Fellow of the Geological Society of America in 2005; and cited as an exceptional reviewer by 
the Geological Society of America in 2008. He has served on proposal review and advisory panels for the U.S. National 
Science Foundation and the Chilean National Science and Technology Commission; is co-editor of the journal Lithosphere, 
Geological Society of America; and has reviewed research proposals for science programs in Australia, Chile, Israel, Italy 
and the U.K. 
At U M D , he has been awarded over S2.6 million in research grants from the National Science Foundation and has 
successfully secured external funding in excess of $700,000 in new laboratory instrumentation and equipment for teaching 
and research. He has published numerous peer-reviewed works in international earth science journals and edited books, 
including over 30 first-authored papers. 
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CHANCELLORS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE 
This award honors faculty who have demonstrated extraordinary and sustained commitment to public service and community 
engagement. This award recognizes faculty who have demonstrated an integration of civic and community engagement 
in their teaching; shown leadership in advancing students' civic learning; conducted community-based research; fostered 
community partnerships; promoted the scholarship of engagement among his and her colleagues; or made contributions to 
positive change on issues of public concern. 
KATHY H E L T Z E R , Instructor, Social Work, College of Education & Human Service Professions 
Kathleen (Kathy) V. Heltzer is the director of M S W Field Education and a faculty member in the 
Department of Social Work. She received her bachelor's degree in Social Development from the 
University of Minnesota Duluth in 1981 and her master's degree in Social Work (MSW) from 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1986. She is a Licensed Independent Clinical Social 
Worker ( L I C S W ) and joined the department in 1998. Prior to her U M D service, she worked as a 
social worker in the area of child welfare practice: first in child protection and later in foster care. 
She has presented at many conferences, trainings and workshops on topics related to boundaries, 
ethics, privilege, marginalization, civic engagement and community involvement. In 1991, she was 
the recipient of the Albert and Louise Ordean Foundation "Making A Difference" Award for her 
work as a volunteer mentor. In 2012, she received the College of Education and Human Service 
Professions ( C E H S P ) Outstanding Service Award. 
ALBERT TEZLA TEACHER/SCHOLAR AWARD 
This award is given annually to a faculty member in the College of Liberal Arts or the School of Fine Arts who has an 
exceptional and effective teaching style that emphasizes the worth of research in a learned discipline and the maturing 
impact scholarly activity has on the development of human attitudes and values. 
JUSTIN RUBIN, Professor, Music, School ofEineArts 
Justin Rubin is the chair of the Theory & Composition program and artistic director of the U M D 
New Music Festival. He received his doctorate from the University of Arizona. As a composer 
he has received over 200 performances of his works world wide since 1998 and has released three 
recordings of his works: Nostalgia (Innova 738) that included his chamber works featuring the 
bassoon, Constellations (MSR 1398) 2s\d.A Waltz Through the Vapor (Innova 847) focusing on string 
and piano music respectively. In 2009 he was inducted into the Academy of Distinguished Teachers 
and honored with the Horace T . Morse-University of Minnesota Alumni Award for Outstanding 
Contributions to Undergraduate Education. He is active as a performer on organ and piano and 
has published two CDs of contemporary piano music and two of traditional organ music. He has 
also published musicological research on the music of Schubert, Sorabji and Distler. 
OUTSTANDING FACULTY ADVISOR AWARDS 
J O E ARTIM, Instructor, Einance Management Information Sciences 
Labovitz School of Business lA Economics 
REBECCA KATZ HARWOOD, Associate Professor, Theatre 
School of EineArts 
ALEXANDRA LUONG, Associate Professor, Psychology 
College of Education & Human Service Professions 
DAVID SAETNER, Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
KOQWEABNEK, Associate Professor, Sociology lA Anthropology 
College of Liberal Arts 
STAFF RECOGNITION 
OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ADVISOR AWARD 
TRACEY BOLEN, Director of Advising & Academic Services 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
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RETIRING FACULTY 
CURT ANDERSON, Economics 
DAVID C O L E , Philosophy 
STEVE COLMAN, Large Lakes Observatory 
DONALD CROUCH, Computer Science 
LINDA D E N E E N , Computer Science & 
Information Technology Systems & Services 
PAUL DEPUTY, Communication Sciences lA Disorders 
TIMOTHY HOLST, Ceologkal Sciences & 
UMD Craduate School & Sponsored Projects Administration 
JUDITH KRITZMIRE, Music 
KATHRYN L E N Z , Mathematics & Statistics 
JOSEPH MAIOLO, English 
ROBERT MCFARLAND, Mathematics & Statistics 
MAUREEN O ' B R I E N , Economics 
DONALD F O E , Chemistry & Biochemistry 
L E A N E RUTHERFORD, Instructional Development Service 
T E R R I E SHANNON, Education 
MELANIE SHEPARD, Social Work 
MARIAN STACHOWICZ, Electrical Engineering 
M I C H A E L SYDOR, Physics 
DOCTORAL DEGREES 
Timothy Hoist, Associate Vice Chancellor Graduate School 
D O C T O R O F P H I L O S O P H Y 
Organic Matter, Pastralate Organic Matter & Sedimentary Organic 
Matter on Lake Superior 
Advisors: Elizabeth Austin-Minor, Steve Colman 
JlYING L l 
Water Resources Science 
Dissertation: Temporal Cf Spatial Variability in Sediment 
Diagenesis: Results in Large Freshwater Lakes & Implications for 
Marine Sediments 
Advisor: Sergei Katsev 
M O H D - R O Z H A N Z A K A R I A 
Water Resources Science 
Dissertation: Seasonal Sedimentary Fluxes of Great Lakes of 
Different Latitude Determined Using Moored Sequential Sediment 
Traps 
Advisors: Robert Hecky, Stephanie Guilford 
D O C T O R O F E D U C A T I O N 
A N N A R E B E C C A W I R T A KOSOBUSKI 
Educational Policy & Administration 
Dissertation: The Experiences of Native American Women Physician 
Faculty in U.S. Medical Schools: Culture, Diversity, and Retention 
Advisors: Frank Guldbrandsen, Jean King 
N A N D I N I B H O W M I C K 
Teaching & Learning 
Dissertation: Investigating the Achievement Gap in Mathematics: An 
Analysis of Fifth Grade Data 
Advisor: Frank Guldbrandsen 
B R E N D A S B U T T E R F I E L D 
Teaching & Learning 
Dissertation: Mind the Gap: A Qualitative Study of Student 
Satisfaction with Faculty Performance and Course Instruction in 
Higher Education 
Advisor: Frank Guldbrandsen 
H E A T H E R A N N M O O D Y A 
Teaching & Learning 
Dissertation: "Before We Teach It, We Have to Learn It:" Wisconsin 
Act 31 Compliance within Public Teacher Preparation Programs 
Advisor: Mary Ann Marchel 
C H A R L E S E D W A R D D E T E R M A N J R 
Integrated Biosciences 
Dissertation: Application of Systems Biology Analysis to Hepatic 
Injury Following Hemorrhagic Shock 
Advisors: Greg Beilman, Les Drewes 
J E N N I F E R H E A R T S O N G O L K E R 
Integrated Biosciences 
Dissertation: Effects ofAtrazine & Climate Change on Amphibian 
Larval Development & Growth 
Advisors: Lucinda Johnson, Clay Carter 
C E C I L I A E D N A P E R E Z D E L A R A R O D R I G U E Z 
Integrated Biosciences 
Dissertation: Optimization of a Hibernation-Based Small - Volume 
Resuscitation Fluid 
Advisor: Matthew Andrews 
H O N G Y U L I 
Water Resources Science 
Dissertation: Composition, Source, and Reactivity of Dissolved 
MASTERS DEGREES 
M A S T E R O F A D V O C A C Y & 
P O L I T I C A L L E A D E R S H I P 
BRIANNE BENSON 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
E L I Z A B E T H L BROWN 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
A M Y B U C K L E Y D E M M E R A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
C A T H E R I N E EMMANUELLE 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
L I S A F E I D L E R 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
T R I S H A L F A N N E HARMS 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
E L I Z A B E T H C KUOPPALA A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
DAVID W A R R E N L E E 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
KATE MARCHESANI A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
M A D E L I N E C N E L S O N A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
M A R G A R E T FRANCES N E L S O N 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
LAURA M I C H E L L E N E V I T T 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
NUR D i R I E NUR 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
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K E R R I S O ' B R I E N 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
KATHERINE O L S O N 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
M I C H A E L PFARR A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
M A T T H E W D SCHERER 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
AMBER D SCHMUGGE A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
M I C H A E L J S C O T T 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
A Denotes degree awarded 
MASTER s DEGREES 
S H E R I A S M I T H A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
L E A N N M A R I E S T O L E 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
T R I C I A N I C H O L E T A P P E 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
M E L A N I E E S T H E R T Y S O N A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
E L I Z A B E T H M A R I E W A G O R 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
M A S T E R O F A R T S 
KRISTA L Y N N BENKO 
Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Advisor: Dana CoUins 
LAURA R O S E CHRISTENSEN 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
ELLVN M I C H E L E D A M 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
JosiE G R A C E E K H O L M BROWN 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Cindy Spillers 
S E T H E N E T T E S T A D 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
R A C H E L L E N O R E HABBEN 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
STEPHANIE L H E N I G I N 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
E M I L L E E KATE HUNSTIGER 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Kent Brorson 
C A T H E R I N E D KUZJ 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Kent Brorson 
HARRISON ROBERT O L K 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
K A L L I E R O S E SANDE 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Faith Loven 
M I C H A E L A L Y N N SILKER 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Faith Loven 
JOSHUA C SORVIK 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Cindy SpiUers 
KRISTVN JANE W E I R 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Kent Brorson 
ALEXANDRA LAUREL Z E L E N T 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Cindy Spillers 
K A I T L I N J DAUGHERTV 
English 
Advisor: Rochelle Zuck 
ROSS F E I K E M A 
English 
Advisor: Krista Twu 
JAIME E L I Z A B E T H JOST 
English 
Advisof: Kathryn Van Wert 
LINDSEV M A R I E F I F I E L D JUNGMAN 
English 
Advisor: Rochelle Zuck 
M E G A N M A R I E KEMPER 
English 
Advisor: Craig Stroupe 
E R I C K I N G 
English 
Advisor: David Beard 
S E T H ADAM LANGRECK 
English 
Advisor: David Beard 
M I C A E L L A G A L E PENNING A 
English 
Advisor: Craig Stroupe 
JORDAN B P E T I T 
English 
Advisor: Rochelle Zuck 
C E L E S T E CRISTINA ZUNIGA A 
English 
Advisor: Craig Stroupe 
M A S T E R O F B U S I N E S S 
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N 
BRIANNE L Y N N A R E N D T 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
T I M O T H Y D BIERLV A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
T I M O T H Y S C O T T B L E C K 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
C H R I S BOBERG 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
K E V I N D B o s E R A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
SABRINA Q I G U O 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
RAJIN GURUNG 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
L E O N A H A N 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
K R I S T E N KAY H A U X 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
CHRISTOPHER CHARLES L A C E K A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
D A N I E L PAUL M C K E E 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
SIVAPRIVA NATARAJAN 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
SuRESH RADHAKRISHNAN 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
BRADLEVJ RAWLINS 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
MELISSA A N N SCHNEIDER 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
T R E V O R PAUL W E L L E N A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
JOSH C U R T I S W E N D L A N D 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
CYNTHIA NATALIE ZIMMERMAN A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
M A S T E R O F E D U C A T I O N 
CAROLYN L E I G H A E B I 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Guldbrandsen 
A N N B E L I S L E 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
BRIAN E R R O L B L U H M 
Education, Environmental 
Advisor: Ken Gilbertson 
C O N N I E SUE. BURNS A 
Education 
Advisor: Terrie Shannon 
KATHRYN D D I A N A 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
BRITTANY L DUFAULT 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
A Denotes degree aw;irded 
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D i liORAH ANNK E A G L E 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
E L I Z A B E T H M FORSEY 
Education, Environmental 
Advisor: Ken Gilbertson 
RrtcHEL IVLtRii- GILBERTSON 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
JASON M HosKiNS A 
Education 
Advisor: Molly Harney 
ALVSSA KATHERINE JERLOW 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
AMANDA L Y N N JOHNSON 
Education 
Advisor: Terrie Shannon 
G O R D O N JOURDAIN A 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
JESSICA L KLUKOW A 
Education 
Advisor: Lorraine Mitchel 
COURTNEY C KOWALCZAK A 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
H E I D I C LABVAD A 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
W E N D Y Jo L A R R I W 
Education 
Advisor: Joyce Strand 
L I S A L L O E G E R I N G A 
Education 
Advisor: Nedra Hazarcesingh 
E M I L Y JANE M I C H E L L 
Education 
Advisor: Jane Carlson 
ICu.EE R A E N U E S T 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
MIKOSA K R E D E T Z K E 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Guldbrandsen 
D A N I E L L E J SCHATSCHNEIDF.R 
Education 
Advisor: L\'nn Brice 
PAMELA A N N SCHMITT 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Guldbrandsen 
S A N N A M SHIELDS 
Education 
Advisor: Joyce Strand 
L I S A C SOUTH A 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
DONALD S C O T T TURNBULL 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
ALEKSANDRA ALEKSANDROVNA VAFINA 
Education 
Advisor: Julia Williams 
J O E L P V O S A 
Education, Environmental 
Advisor: Ken Gilbertson 
C H N I C E WATSON 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
M A S T E R O F 
E N V I R O N M E N T A L 
E D U C A T I O N 
NATIL\NIEL B L O O D 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Julie Ernst 
MAX ALEXANDER BOCKES 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Ken Gilbertson 
E L S A M A R I E IL\NSEN 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Julie Ernst 
KATI ANDERS KRISTENSON 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Julie Ernst 
DAVID JAMES S T I E L E R 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
ANDREA M A R I E W A K L E V 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Christopher Johnson 
M A S T E R O F 
E N V I R O N M E N T A L 
H E A L T H & S A F E T Y 
E R I N D CANADEO 
Environmental Health & Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
MAXWELL LAWRENCE E L F E L T 
Environmental Health &, Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
GiNA R G O U L D 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
D A N I E L R H O L C O M B 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Seraphin Abou 
GRy\NT D A N I E L H U T T E L 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Seraphin Abou 
JACOB LOCKWOOD 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
Josi lUA R E E D MALENIUS 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Seraphin Abou 
T I M O T H Y BRIAN MuRPiiv A 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
VANESSA PETERSON A 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Awwad Dababneh 
S E T H ALEXANDER SAVLF.S A 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
AL,\NNAJAIMEE SOUKICtUt 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
E M I L Y M A R I E VOMASTEK A 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
NICHOLAS G E O R G E VOMASTEK A 
Environmental Health Sc Safety 
Advisor: Todd Loushine 
M A S T E R O F F I N E A R T S 
C H E N X I J I N 
Art 
Advisor: Janice Kmetz 
DusTiN THOMPSON 
Art 
Advisor: Steve Bardolph 
M A S T E R O F M U S I C 
ALIF.SE E L I Z A B E T H H O E S E L 
Music 
Advisor: Rachel Inselman 
SARAH KAY M E H L E 
Music 
Advisor: Rachel Inselman 
M I C H E L L E MARJORIE M I L L E R 
Music 
Advisor: Elias Mokole 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
KATHERINE L E I G H K I L L O U G H BORCHERT 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Kang James, Xuan Li 
L O N G C H E N 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Yongcheng Qi 
XiAOWEN FANG 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Kang James 
A Denotes degree awarded 
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BRITTANY C H R I S T I N E FANNING 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: John Greene 
WENCHUAN G U O 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Yongcheng Qi 
MicHAL STANISLAW HRABIA 
Applied & L Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Barry James, Kang James 
SHINJINI KAR 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Barry James, Xuan Li 
T Y L E R M O N S KjORSTAD A 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Yongcheng Qi 
ZHAOBIN KUANG 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Zhuangyi Liu 
XIAO L I 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Zhuangyi Liu, Barry James 
M I C H A E L W A D E LILLEGARD 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Dalibor Froncek 
C O L L I N JAMES M C C A U L E V VAN RVN A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Kang James 
DIWASH SHRESTHA 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Xuan Li ; Yongcheng Qi 
XURAN YAN 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Kang James 
XiANwu ZHANG A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Barry James, Kang James 
ONDREJ ZJEVIK 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: John Greene, Dalibor Froncek 
FRANK ANTHONY MARAGI A 
Biology 
Advisor: David Schimpf 
J O H N RICHARD ALFVEBV 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Ahmed Heikal 
EVAN L E I G H ANDERSON 
Chemistry 
Advisor: John Evans 
NIKOLAS JOHANN CZERNIECKI A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Peter Grundt 
RICHARD M DENNISON A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Viktor Nemykin 
NATHAN ROBERT ERICKSON 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Viktor Nemykin 
BRANDY BRENNA FORSMAN 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Elizabeth Austin-Minor 
ARJUN K A F L E LAKSHMI LAVANVA SINGAMPALLI 
Chemistry Computer Science 
Advisor: Paul Siders Advisor: Carolyn Crouch 
B R E N T JERRAD KASTERN VAMSHI KRISHNA T H O T E M P U D I 
Chemistry Computer Science 
Advisors: Viktor Zhdankin, Akira Advisors: Carolyn Crouch 
Yoshimura RAMAKANTH R E D D V VANGA 
BALABHADRA KHATIWADA Computer Science 
Chemistry Advisor: Douglas Dunham 
Advisor: Steven Berry ANGELA JEANNINE B E R T H O L D 
STEVEN R O B E R T KOSKI Geological Sciences 
Chemistry Advisor: Christina Gallup 
Advisors: Viktor Zhdankin, Akira M A R T I N A BEVIS 
Yoshimura Geological Sciences 
BOGDANA KRIVOGORSKV Advisor: Karen Gran 
Chemistry SEBASTIAN IGNACIO CANTARERO A 
Advisor: Benjamin Clarke Geological Sciences 
RYAN W I L L I A M M A H L I N G Advisor: Erik Brown 
Chemistry JENNIFER N O E L L E G O L D N E R A 
Advisor: Anne Hinderliter Geological Sciences 
K Y L E RICHARD M I D D L E T O N A Advisor: John Goodge 
Chemistry CHRISTOPHER GOSCINAK A 
Advisor: Viktor Zhdankin Geological Sciences 
ANIKA M A R I E RANNIKKO Advisor: Vicki Hansen 
Chemistry JULIA C H A L B U R A 
Advisor: Anne Hinderliter Geological Sciences 
KATELVNN L O U I S E SPURGIN A Advisor: James Miller 
Chemistry G R A N T DOUGLAS N E I T Z E L 
Advisor: Viktor Nemykin Geological Sciences 
G A R R E T T STODDARD Advisors: Karen Gran, John Swenson 
Chemistry C H E L S E A I R I S NISSEN 
Advisor: Steven Berry Geological Sciences 
JACOB NICKOLAS STRANGE Advisor: John Goodge 
Chemistry RONALD A S T E I N E R 
Advisor: Steven Berry Geological Sciences 
M I C H A E L M SWENSON Advisor: James Miller 
Chemistry JILLIAN E VOTAVA 
Advisor: Elizabeth Austin-Minor Geological Sciences 
CASEY M I C H A E L VAN STAPPEN A Advisor: Thomas Johnson 
Chemistry BRIAN J I M BLACK 
Advisor: Viktor Nemykin Integrated Biosciences 
M I C H A E L J O H N WILLIAMS Advisor: Lucinda Johnson 
Chemistry Kf;LLV A N N E HARRINGTON 
Advisor: Venkatram Mereddy Integrated Biosciences 
VIDVA A T T I V I L L I Advisor: Allen Mensinger 
Computer Science MENGVUAN JIA 
Advisor: Richard Maclin Integrated Biosciences 
JACK E G I L B E R T Advisor: Clay Carter 
Computer Science K I R K W I L L I A M O L S O N 
Advisor: Peter Willemsen Integrated Biosciences 
HENRY W I L L I A M H E L G E N Advisor: Thomas Hrabik 
Computer Science SARA C A T H E R I N E P R I N C E 
Advisor: Douglas Dunham Integrated Biosciences 
M A T T H E W C OVERBV Advisors: Janet Fitzakcrley, George Trachte 
Computer Science JULIANN M A R I E T E R R Y 
Advisor: Pete WiUemsen Integrated Biosciences 
VENKATARAVIKIRAN RAWA Advisor: Ron Moen 
Computer Science 
Advisors: Carolyn Crouch 
J5 Denotes degree awarded 
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MiNH PHUONG T H I T R A N J A V E D A I L E V A 
Integrated Biosciences Civil Engineering 
Advisor: John Dahl Advisor: Eshan Dave 
R A C H E L L E I G H W A R D W I L L D A N I E L D E R O C H E R 
Integrated Biosciences Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Ron Moen Advisor: Nathan Johnson 
A R T H U R A AABERG A C H E L S E A E L I Z A B E T H HANSON 
Physics Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Sergei Katsev Advisor: Eshan Dave 
FERDOUS A H M E D A BENJAMIN HARRISON HAVES 
Physics Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Jonathan Maps Advisor: Eshan Dave 
H A R I CHAPAGAIN A SEONGAH H O N G 
Physics Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Thomas Jordan Advisor: Eil Kwon 
K A R L W I L L I A M KAESS TRAVIS G JENSEN A 
Physics Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Richard Gran Advisor: Eshan Dave 
XIAO P U A SARA C A R O L LINDBERG A 
Physics Civil Engineering 
Advisor: John Hiller Advisor: Eshan Dave 
SAN HA S E C ANDREW FRANK L U N D 
Physics Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Thomas Jordan Advisors: David Saftner, 
L O G A N T I M O T H V B A I L E V Carlos Carranza-Torres 
Water Resources Science R O B B A L E X PETERSON A 
Advisor: Nathan Johnson Civil Engineering 
M A S T E R O F E N G I N E E R I N G 
M I C H A E L THOMAS BAKK 
Engineering 
Advisors: Ryan Rosandich, Moe Benda 
K E V I N S E I - W E N C H U N G 
Engineering 
Advisor: Richard Davis 
TRACV M A R I E M U C K 
Engineering 
Advisors: Moe Benda, Richard Davis 
N G O C N H U L A N NGUVEN 
Engineering 
Advisor: Moe Benda 
C A R L N E L S SANDNESS 
Engineering 
Advisor: Moe Benda 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
C I V I L E N G I N E E R I N G 
D A N I E L A V^RAMSON A 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
CHRISTOPHER M I C H A E L B R U H N A 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eric Musselman 
A L L I S O N D CARLSON 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
N E I L KUMAR RAMDHAN 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: David Saftner 
TIFFANV SMITH 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
BENJAMIN L E E T H I E S S E 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eric Musselman 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
E L E C T R I C A L & C O M P U T E R 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
SAI D I W A A N N E 
Electrical &c Computer Engineering 
Advisor: Imran Hayee 
WAQAS B I N K H A L I D 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Advisor: Mohammed Hasan 
M A R I A MINHAS 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Advisor: Mohammed Hasan 
V I E T H O A N G NGUVEN 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Advisor: Imran Hayee 
RiNi SHRESTHA A 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Advisor: Jiann Shiou Yang 
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M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
E L E C T R I C A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
SANJANA VENUS 
Electrical Engineering 
Advisor: Mohammed Hasan 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
M A N A G E M E N T 
WAQAS AHMAD 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Ryan Rosandich 
JACOB G E O R G E D A N I E L 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Alison Hoxie 
PATRICK K E L L V DONAHUE 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Ryan Rosandich 
C H E N F E N G 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Hongyi Chen 
G H A Z A L E H HAGHIASHTIANI 
Engineering Management 
Advisors: Michael Greminger, Hongyi 
Chen 
WAQAS B I N K H A L I D 
Engineering Management 
Advisors: Michael Greminger, Hongyi 
Chen 
L O R E N R A D T K E 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Ryan Rosandich 
NARAHARI ROOPAK 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Onanwa Egbue 
A M I N SABZIVAND 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Hongyi Chen 
RAJWANT RAVI SHANKAR 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Hongyi Chen 
A Denotes degree awarded 
MASTER s DEGREES 
M I C H A E L ROCKY H A R B I N 
M A S T F R O F S O C T A I W O R K Social Work 
Advisor: Melanie Shepard 
TAVI.OR E L I Z A B E T H H O L M 
KATHRYN R ANDERSON J Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: James Amell 
Advisor: Anne Tellett H E A T H E R A N N JARVIS 
JENNIFER A M Y BACKUS Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Evelyn CampbeU 
Advisor: James Amell TANYA D E E JOHNSON A 
T I M O T H Y PUUMALA BERDAHL A Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: James Amell 
Advisor: Janet Haynes BRENDA M A R I E KINNEY 
M E G A N L E E B O C K Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Evie Campbell 
Advisor: James Amell E L I Z A B E T H RVPSTAT KINNEY 
JESSICA KAV BOWE Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Melanie Shepard 
Advisor: PrisciUa Day A L L A N THOMAS LAMB 
KATHLEEN A N N E BRUNELLE A Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Lake Dziengel 
Advisor: Evelyn Campbell SAMANTHA A L I C E MADSEN 
M A R E N KATHLEEN BULLERT Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: James AmeU 
Advisor: Anne Tellett LUCAS A L L E N MORCOMB 
LINDA D I A N E BURHANS Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: PrisciUa Day 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel CAROLYN R O S E M U E L L E R 
ANGELLJ\ LYNN C A R T E R Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: James Amell 
Advisor: Melanie Shepard DAISY JANE M U N D T 
DARRA A N N D E L U N G Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
Advisor: Melanie Shepard CHARLES EMEKA O B I J E 
ANJENETTE B R I G E T D R E I L I N G Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: James Amell 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel M I C H E L L E L O U I S E O ' L F A R V , 
DAWN M A R I E E C K D A H L Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
Advisor: Evie Campbell ALVSSA MARIE . PEOPLES 
N I C O L E M A R I E F E R A L I N Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Anne Tellett 
Advisor: Anne Tellett M I C H A E L A M A R I E PERLBERG 
R E B E C C A JANE F I X A Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: PrisciUa Day 
Advisor: PrisciUa Day A M Y DEANNA P O T T E R 
ALEXANDRA CHANDLER GENEROUS Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Lake Dziengel 
Advisor: Anne TeUett A L I R RASSA 
W A L T E R INAN G I E S Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Evie CampbeU 
Advisor: Melanie Shepard CRYSTAL M A R L E E N R E I C H 
C H E R I L E N A E G O O D W I N Social Work 
Social Work AHvi'sor' T T I T I P ^ A I T I P I I 
itLlVlSvJi . J tllilGo iKlllCH Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer R E B E C C A L Y N N R E V I E R 
SUSAN R GRAN Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel E M E L I E E S T H E R RIVERA 
KENDRA R A E G R O N D A H L A Social Work 
Social Work Advisor: PrisciUa Day 
Advisor: Anne TeUett 
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M I C H E L L E A N N SCHWARTZ A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Dennis Falk 
E L I Z A B E T H SHARON SORENSON 
Social Work 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
L I S A M A R I E STARK 
Social Work 
Advisor: Evie Campbell 
K/VRLEEN M E G A N KATCHMARK TOLLG.VVRD 
Social Work 
Advisor: James AmeU 
KERRY CLARK TOMHAVE 
Social Work 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
A L L I E C A T H E R I N E U P T O N 
Social Work 
Advisor: PrisciUa Day 
ALEXA JADE VANDONSEIXAR 
Social Work 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
JAIME L E E V A R I C I I A K A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Dennis Falk 
A M Y JEAN W I C K E R 
Social Work 
Advisor: James AmeU 
E R I N A N N WOJCIECHOWSKI 
Social Work 
Advisor: Anne TeUett 
M A S T E R O F T R I B A L 
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N & 
G O V E R N A N C E 
RONALD D A L E ANDERSON 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
B I L L I E J O A N N E A N N E T T E 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
E M I L Y L O U I S E A N N E T T E 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
EVELYN BELIJVNGF.R 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
J E R O M E BROOKS B I G J O H N 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
W I L L I A M J BLACKWI-IX J R 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
A Denotes degree awarded 
MASTERS DEGREES 
N I C O L E L Y N N BOYD 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
JEANINNE M BRUGUIER 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
A P R I L M A R I E CLEARWATER-DAV 
McCoRMICK 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
CARVN A R L E N E DAY 
Tribal Administration &c Governance 
Advisors: Diane Rauschenfels 
B E R N A D E T T E M A R I E G O T C H I E 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
L I S A M I C H E L L E JACKSON 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
MwA R O B I N SISOKA KWON 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
C A R O L I N E SUZANNE LAURENT 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
W I L L I A M G I L B E R T MvitRS 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
M I C H A E L W I L L I A M NEUSSER 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
K E I T H W I L L I A M R O L O F 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
DONOVAN G E R A L D SATHER 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
J O S E T T E C H A R L O T T E STAPLES 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
BREANNA THOMPSON 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
MARY A N G E L A THOMPSON 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Edward Minnema 
CARMEN R VANDERVENTER 
Tribal Administration &. Governance 
Advisor: Edward Minnema 
DONALD E W I E S E N 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
D E S I R I E M A E W I L S O N 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Edward Minnema 
JEANNE MARIA W O L F E 
Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
LABOVITZ SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
Amy Hietapelto, Dean 
B A C H E L O R O F 
A C C O U N T I N G 
Alexandra 1 Alfsen 
Accounting 
Jered John Altenweg 
Accounting 
Matthew Brian Anderson 
Accounting 
Michael Lance Berger 
Accounting 
Aaron Andrew Bloom t 
Accounting 
Danielle E Bokern 
Accounting 
Kaylene M Born 
Accounting 
Lora Card 
Accounting 
MatthewJ Casler 
Accounting 
David Ross Clark 
Accounting 
Anthony N Companion 
Accounting 
John Lee Dahmen *t 
Accounting 
Aaron Daugherty **t 
Accounting 
Brandon C Dittel 
Accounting 
Joseph William Dittrich 
Accounting 
Zachary Elliott Doud 
Accounting 
David J Draskovich 
Accounting 
Luke Driscoll 
Accounting 
Samantha R Dunfee * 
Accounting 
Katlyn Jo Earling 
Accounting 
Leah B Eidsvoog 
Accounting 
Chelsey N Enerson t 
Accounting 
Elise M Enerson 
Accounting 
Brett Neal Erickson 
Accounting 
Roxanne C Flores 
Accounting 
Katie J Gilderman 
Accounting 
Nicole Elyse Grimm 
Univcrsitt' Honors 
Nicholas Woodbury Guse 
Accounting 
Jessica Anne Hanson 
Accounting 
Eric Edward Haupt 
Accounting 
Zachary S Heil 
Accounting 
Nicholas Edward Held 
Accounting 
Kimberly E Hollencamp 
Accounting 
Michael Joseph Linus Hoven II * 
Accounting 
Aaron M Illikainen *t 
Accounting 
Joseph Stephen Jensen 
Accounting 
Oliver RKelsey't 
Accounting 
Patrick D Keogh 
Accounting 
Paul Kiyofumi Kessler f 
Accounting 
Julia E Kreibich 
Accounting 
Jordan Elizabeth Kruger 
Accounting 
NocUe C Lent 
Accounting 
Qing Lin t 
Accounting 
Colin Thomas Mackin t 
Accounting 
JaronLMaki't 
Accounting 
Cole W Mathson 
Accounting 
Brandon J McGeary 
Accounting 
Sarah Elodie McGrath 
Accounting 
Timothy J McGuire t 
Accounting 
CodyKMcKown*t 
Accounting 
Megan Kathleen Murphy 
Accounting 
Derek M Nowicki 
Accounting 
Lauren Rose Ohlgren 
Accounting 
Kimberly Maureen Oleson 
Accounting 
Katie N Ozan 
Accounting 
Jorrin J Pautz f 
Accounting 
Randal Joseph Popp 
Accounting 
Brian P Ratzloff 
Accounting 
Karisa Richard **t 
Accounting 
Peter John Rother 
Accounting 
Justin Henry Ruzynski 
Accounting 
Mikayla Lea Schwartz 
Accounting 
Alyssa Marie Shimota 
Accounting 
Adam James Smith t 
Accounting 
Timothy I Smith 
Accounting 
Casey Mary Sopp 
Accounting 
Mariah Joan Stenzel 
Accounting 
Danielle Stephenson Stock t 
Accounting 
Jonathan William Stroh 
Accounting 
Luke Robert Suchy 
Accounting 
Ashley A Sylte't 
Accounting 
YuanNingTang 
Accounting 
Blair Ashley Thielen**! 
Accounting 
Clayton J Thurmes 
Accounting 
Nicholas R Unger 
Accounting 
David Richard Wadsworth t 
Accounting 
Yueyi Wang ***t 
Accounting 
Joseph Allen Wilkinson 
Accounting 
Nicole DanieUe Williams *"t 
Accounting 
Daniel Thomas Wingert 
Accounting 
Jiaqi Xu *t 
Accounting 
Chen Yang t 
Accounting 
JianliYang"*t 
Accounting 
Brittany M Yohnke 
Accounting 
B A C H E L O R O F A R T S 
Blake J Abrahamson 
Economics 
Cassandra Annoni 
Economics 
Spencer Mayo Brown 
Economics 
Harrison A Defries 
Economics 
Nicholas Joseph Doncits 
Economics 
Jerome Timothy Fischer 
Economics 
Patrick Steven Fisher 
Economics 
David Gianoli 
Economics 
BretWGitart 
Economics 
Christopher Paid Hanson 
Economics 
Alex Hassett 
Economics 
Jasmine Joy Helgeson **t 
Economics 
Brandon T Johnson ***t 
Economics 
Erik Daniel Johnson 
Economics 
Ryan Allen Johnson 
Economics 
Tyler C Johnson***! 
Economics 
Sungkook Lee t 
Economics 
Christopher M Lehmann 
Economics 
Kyle Michael Mareckt 
Economics 
Luke J Merrill t 
Economics 
Andrew Jon Mestad t 
Economics 
Sean Michael Monnier 
Economics 
Andrew Daniel Olson 
Economics 
John Albert O'Malley 
Economics 
Sean Podpeskar 
Economics 
Christopher Phillip Svetoslav Popov 
Economics 
Philip Louis Potvien 
Economics 
Shawna M Smith 
Economics 
Michael Melvin Steinborn 
Economics 
Adam B Swinney **t 
Economics 
Laura Elizabeth Temme *t 
Economics 
Carl Edward Townsend 
Economics 
Jeffrey M Vonasek 
Economics 
Daniel James Waldoch 
Economics 
Erica MWalli 
Economics 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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Elliott Otto Weiss 
Economics 
Lance Wesley Zetah *t 
Economics 
B A C H E L O R O F B U S I N E S S 
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N 
Marissa M Aasgaard t 
Health Care Management 
Sarah Melissa Achman 
Marketing 
Charles E Adams 
Management Information Systems 
Bamidele Folarin Adewola 
Finance 
Alexandra I Alfsen 
Finance 
Zachary L Allen f 
Marketing 
Henry Ayokanmi Amoloja 
Marketing 
Ryan William Amundson-Ahraham 
Finance 
Jordan Samuel Anderson 
Health Care Management 
Kaleb Zachery Anderson 
Finance 
Katherine Sharon Archer ***t 
Human Resource Management 
Elizabeth Ashley Aritt 
Human Resource Management 
Justin James Arseneau 
Health Care Management 
Joo Hyun Bae t 
Finance 
Trevor John Barrett 
Management Information Systems 
Joseph Basaraba 
Finance 
Kyle James Beaudry 
Health Care Management 
Isaac P Beckel t 
Financial Markets Finance 
Victoria Bennetts 
Management Information Systems 
Mariah M Bergstrom 
Marketing 
Kali Ruth Bernloehr 
Finance 
Justin Allan Besch 
Management Information Systems 
Brandon S Bieber 
Organizational Management 
Emily F Blair 
Finance 
Christopher P Blake *t 
Marketing 
MatthewJ Blake 
Finance 
Scot Michael Bloomquist 
Organizational Management 
Ashley Boecker f 
Financial Markets Finance 
Marketing 
Larissa Elena Boecker 
Health Care Management 
Derek Roy Booth 
Finance 
Maxim V Bordei 
Management Information Systems 
Kaylene M Born 
anizational Management 
Gina Marie Bounds 
Marketing 
Charles Spencer Boynton 
Health Care Management 
Eric S Bradley 
Finance 
Alexander Bennett Brown 
Management Information Systems 
Matthew Scott Buria 
Finance 
Ryan Raymond Burke 
Organizational Management 
Ross C Burns 
Marketing 
James Phillip Thomas Carlberg 
Marketing 
Grace Erin Carlson 
Marketing 
Angel Delores Carter 
Finance 
Anthony Michael Cecko 
Health Care Management 
Management Information Systems 
Marie Elizabeth Ceplecha 
Health Care Management 
Changda Chen 
Finance 
Kenneth K Chowa 
Health Care Management 
ChadDCliflFord 
Organizational Management 
Paige Elizabeth Clunis 
Marketing 
Jason C Coffin 
Health Care Management 
Ashley MColford 
Marketing 
Katie D Collard **t 
Organizational Management 
Elizabeth MColosey**t 
Health Care Management 
Anthony N Companion 
Finance 
Jaron Michael Cook 
Management Information Systems 
Taylor Murphy Cook 
Marketing 
Stephen Slocum Coon, Jr 
Finance 
Angelina Rose Costrino 
Marketing 
Kyle Matthew Cousins 
Marketing 
Aaron Jeffrey Crandall *t 
Finance 
Marketing 
Devon L Curran 
Human Resource Management 
Carly Rose Dabroski 
Marketing 
ErikDDahlgren 
Marketing 
Amanda Noel Dalluge t 
Health Care Management 
Joshua Alexander Davidson 
Health Care Management 
Steven T Day 
Marketing 
Rae Ann DeBruyne 
Human Resource Management 
Douglas Allen Dexter, Jr 
Finance 
Marketing 
Kyle Kurtis Dickinson 
Financial Markets Finance 
Andrew Joseph Diedrich f 
Economics 
Justin Dennis Dietzler 
Marketing 
Joseph William Dittrich 
Finance 
Sarah Irene Doornink 
Health Care Management 
Kelly Marie Doran t 
Marketing 
Zachary Elliott Doud 
Finance 
Laura Kathleen Douglas 
Marketing 
MichaelJ Downing 
Marketing 
Alexandra Elizabeth Drake 
Finance 
Joshua J Dummer 
Marketing 
Tanner James Duncan 
Organizational Management 
Jennifer Marie Ecker f 
Financial Markets Finance 
Alexander Daniel Edwards t 
Marketing 
Aaron R Eggerichs t 
Financial Markets Finance 
Joseph John Eichten 
Finance 
Leah B Eidsvoog 
Finance 
Kendra H Eisenschenk t 
Organizational Management 
BroganJ Fibers 
Health Care Management 
Erin Mariah Emanuel 
Health Care Management 
Chelsey N Enerson f 
Management Information Systems 
John A Espe 
Human Resource Management 
Matthew Brian Eul 
Marketing 
Daniel Farley 
Management Information Systems 
Daniel John Eaust 
Management Information Systems 
Jerry Ryan Eenn 
Finance 
Ashlee Ann Finn-Bruhn 
Marketing 
Alec W Fischer 
Health Care Management 
Samantha L Fiskum 
Health Care Management 
Cameron M Flakne 
Finance 
Taylor Flattem 
Organizational Management 
Ashley Kay Flemming 
Organizational Management 
Sean David Elinck 
Marketing 
Andres Flores, Jr 
Economics 
Brock Tyler Flowers 
Organizational Management 
Misty M Flynn 
Health Care Management 
John M Foley 
Health Care Management 
Matthew S Foss 
Organizational Management 
Joshua P Ereese 
Finance 
Aaron J Fregard 
Organizational Management 
Taylor Laverne Funk 
Organizational Management 
Justin J Gandrud 
Finance 
Gunnar Russell Gapko 
Marketing 
Jessica Marie Garvin f 
Marketing 
Allison Clare Gerr f 
Human Resource Management 
Taylor Jane Glynn 
Finance 
Ryan R Golf 
Organizational Management 
Andrew A Goracke 
Finance 
Shannon A Greely 
Finance 
Andrew Greene 
Finance 
Anthony James Greene 
Economics 
Leah Lynn Gross * * * t 
Marketing 
Eric R Grytdahl 
nizational Management 
Timothy James Gulden 
Health Care Management 
Nicholas Woodbury Guse 
Organizational Management 
Breanna L Haas 
Health Care Management 
Sean W Hall 
Management Information Systems 
Erin E Halverson 
Marketing 
Kyle Gerard Hammer 
Marketing 
Alexis Ann Hammerschmidt 
Human Resource Management 
* Denotes emn Uiude 
** Denotes magna eum laude 
** Denotes siimma cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
Org 
Orga 
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Elizabeth Kaitlyn Handt Nicole Ann Johnson 
Management Information Systems Human Resource Management 
Allison D Handwerk Ryan Allen Johnson 
Human Resource Management Marketing 
Kelsea G Hanson-Mathison Justin Jonassen 
Health Care Alanagement Finance 
Human Resource Management Logan Kiel Joseph t 
Jonathan P Harguth Finance 
Organizational Management Thomas Robert Jossart *t 
Michael D Hart Marketing Analytics 
Finance Christopher Lee Kampmeyer 
Kyle M Haugstad Marketing 
Finance Alexander Kamps 
Benjamin C Haukaas Management Information Systems 
Organizational Management Elizabeth Rae Karsten *t 
Brenden S Heath **t Economics 
Management Inlormation Systems Organizational Management 
Nathan M Hegstrom John Karl Kenyon 
Management Information Systems Health Care Management 
Peter V Heimbruch Ik jw a*-i Ik M w r * Madilyn Mane Kieffer 
Finance Marketing 
Nicholas Edward Held Allison P Kienholz *t 
Finance- Organizatitmal Management 
Jamie B Henderson LindseyA Kiley **t 
Organizational Management Organizational Management 
Bradi Christine Herdina Anna Nikoleyevna Kindruk 
Marketing Health Care Management 
Anthony David Herrmann t Joseph Hoffman Klatte 
Marketing Marketing 
Organizational Management Joseph G Knooihuizen t 
Kelsey Wade Herzog *t Marketing Analytics 
Management Information Systems Chad Richard Koepke t 
Alec R Hickerson Finance 
Marketing Meagan Elizabeth Koltes 
Brian James Hill Marketing 
Health Care Management Bryant Hudson Koosmann 
Cory R Hoefs Finance 
Marketing Katie M Koppy 
Kyle Scott Hoffman Health Care Management 
Finance Julia E Kreibich 
Jacob Sylvan Hottenstine Marketing Analytics 
Health Care Management Jack M Krouse t 
Michael Joseph Linus Hoven II *** Finance 
Marketing Analytics Jordan Elizabeth Kruger 
Ruiyu Hu Management Information Systems 
Management Information Systems Eric David Krull 
Jacquelyn Ann Husehy *t Finance 
Health Care Management Ryan Patrick Kuhlmann 
Maxwell O Hutchens Organizational Management 
Organizational Management Eric Laliberte 
Leah Rena-Jeanette Iverson Marketing 
Economics Michael E Landberg 
Victoria Kristen Jacobsen *** Marketing 
Marketing MichaelJ Lane 
Adam C Jacobson Management Information Systems 
Marketing Nicholas Michael Lange 
Tyler DcEorrest Jensen Human Resource Management 
Finance Anna Ehzabeth Langevin 
Alec D Johnson Marketing 
Finance Zachary M Lannier f 
Christopher Michael Johnson Management Information Systems 
Financc Dylan Daniel Larson 
DaniellhomasJohnson *'+ Finance 
Finance JackA Lassonde 
Jeron Edward Lee Johnson *t Management Information Systems 
Organizational Management Jordan M Laursen 
Katelyn Grace Johnson Marketing 
Human Resource Management Alexander M Lavalle *t 
Financial Markets Finance 
Thomas C Laverty **t Sarah Elodie McGrath 
Financial Markets Finance Finance 
Taylor Douglas Lawrence LukeTMcManus *t 
Health Care Management Finance 
Alexandra Lewis Grace M Menk t 
Marketing Financial Markets Finance 
Yang Li " t Scott D Metcalfe 
Management Information Systems Management Information Systems 
Mark Patrick Lidstone t Mitchell J Minke 
Marketing Analytics Marketing 
Qing Lin t Michaela E Misoni 
Finance Organizational Management 
Jennifer E Lindell ***! CassaundraM Mitchell 
Finance Health Care Management 
University Honors Jason Moir 
Austin Lee Lindemann Organizational Management 
Marketing Mercedes Lynn Monroe t 
Jessica M Lindquist Health Care Management 
Marketing Human Resource Management 
Jennifer Rachel Litynski Nathan W Moran 
Finance Organizational Management 
Organizational Management Kyle Andrew Mork 
Nicholas Christian Logeais Organizational Management 
Marketing Corbin Dale Morse 
Lindsay Anne Longtine Marketing 
Health Care Management Megan A Mullen 
John T Louiselle Marketing 
Health Care Management MichaelJ Nachtsheim 
Aaron Joseph Lukitsch Organizational Management 
Finance Jack Robert Nasvik 
Andrew D Lund Marketing 
Finance Garrett R Nevala 
Mariah R Lusian Health Care Management 
Marketing Aaron Michael Niesen 
Nicholas Derrick Lutterman Marketing 
Marketing Karin Lee Nightengale 
JingLv"*t Health Care Management 
Finance Ashley A Nolan 
Andrew D Lynch Marketing 
Finance Trevor Nordberg 
Zachary Ford Lyons Marketing 
Marketing Jeffrey Donald Norton 
Jace Laurence Macaulay Finance 
Marketing Mohamed Khalil Nouisri 
Andrew P Macht Finance 
Management Information Systems Katie Nowicki *t 
Colin Thomas Mackin t Marketing Analytics 
Finance Tyler Charles Nowicki **t 
Matthew Philip Madden Financial Markets ITnance 
Finance John William O'Brien 
Joseph Coady Mahowald Finance 
Marketing Lauren Rose Ohlgren 
Elaine Beda Maiko Human Resource Management 
Marketing Eva Christine Ohly 
Gabriel F Marciniak Marketing 
Finance Brandon Frank Olander 
Jacob J Marsh ***t Marketing 
Organizational Management Kimberly Maureen Oleson 
¥ ¥¥¥• I , l 1 ¥ / f . J . 
Lauren Elizabeth JMartens t 
Health Care Management 
Marketing 
T i l f A • IV /I u • 
Blake Azurin Martin 
Health Care Management 
Marketing * Denotes cum laude 
Meghan Leigh Mathson *' Denotes magna cum laude 
Marketing 
Bret Michael McFerrin *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Finance t Denotes departmental honors 
Madeline C McGinty 
Marketing 
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Korine Patricia Oleson Emily Marie Richardson t 
Finance Marketing Analytics 
Marketing Jacob P Richie 
Scott J Olmscheid Finance 
Organizational Management Rachel Ann Riesgraf f 
Jacob Timothy Olson Marketing 
Finance ColbyJ Ring 
Kaitlyn J Olson Marketing 
Human Resource Management Bradley Joseph Ringsred 
Matthew Standish Olson Marketing 
Marketing Edmarie Rivera t 
Andrew James Osgar Marketing Analytics 
Marketing Tanner J Roberts + 
Jonathan D Oster Health Care Management 
Finance Kelsey Rose Roche 
Marks Palyokjr Organizational Management 
Finance Cassandra Lee Rockers 
Brianne Parent Health Care Management 
Health Care Management Steven Carl Rockwood 
Luke Allen Patterson Marketing 
Marketing DylanJ Rodriguez 
Anthony John Pauly Economics 
Human Resource Management Management Information Systems 
DerekJ Perkins Michael Edward Rolsch 
Marketing Finance 
Samuel M Peterson Axel R Rosar 
Finance Marketing 
Matthew Joseph Pettinelli Gage Anthony Rosshach 
Management Information Systems Organizational Management 
Frederick M Phillips Timothy J Sandager 
Finance Marketing 
Jordan Michael Pieper Megan J Sandwick t 
Marketing Marketing 
MatthewJ Pinewski t Eric Anthony Sargeant 
Finance Organizational Management 
Lynn Mary Plaggerman JosephJ Saufferer 
Human Resource Management Management Information Systems 
Jeffrey William Plummer JackA Savage! 
Marketing Organizational Management 
Zachary Eli Pochucha *t Laura Marie Savat! 
Financial Markets Finance Health Care Management 
Jessica Marie PoUnow t Steven Skylar Schmidt 
Human Resource Management Finance 
Michael Pollock Bryan M Schmitz 
Finance Marketing 
William Daniel Porter ChristopherJ Schmitz 
Management Information Systems Marketing 
Nicholas A Proehl Grant Joseph Schnobrich 
Finance Organizational Management 
CodyAPuchalla DavidASchoelllll 
Human Resource Management Health Care Management 
n 1 T TV T ¥ ^ T T T 
Raymond Leroy Pulsifer 111 
Tayler J Schoenberg **! 
Marketing Organizational Management 
Organizational Management Gregory Jerome Schullo 
Taylor Purvis Management Information Systems 
Health Care Management Mikayla Lea Schwartz 
LindseyA Quam Finance 
Marketing Carly Rae Scouton 
Julie L Rainey Organizational Management 
Human Resource Management Codyjames Seaberg 
Organizational Management Marketing 
Rianna Lynn Redig Michael G Seely 
Marketing Health Care Management 
Jarad Michael Reiser Jesse Robert Senst! 
Organizational Management Marketing 
Yihang Ren JueWen Shen 
Finance Finance 
Andrew Swaggard Rice 
Organizational Management 
Alyssa Marie Shimota Kevin Trinh 
Finance Marketing 
Graham William Shurson Ashlan Christina Udenberg 
Organizational Management Health Care Management 
Cody S Sigfrid Sarah A Valley 
Finance Marketing 
Marketing Emily Van Blaricom 
Craig Curtis Simonson Finance 
Organizational Management Human Resource Management 
Lauren Ashley Sinz Kathryn Lauren Van Every 
Organizational Management Management Information Systems 
Katie Jean Slindee Kelsey Margaret Vigoren *! 
Marketing Finance 
Elizabeth M Smith Health Care Management 
Marketing University Honors 
Samantha Lynn Solmonson Jordan Alan Vlastuin 
Health Care Management Financial Markets Finance 
Casey Mary Sopp Kyle Scott Voelker! 
Human Resource Management Finance 
Caitlin Denise Sorvig *! Organizational Management 
Marketing Brian James Voit 
Robert M Spah, Jr Marketing 
Finance Jacob S Walton 
Jake Q_Stainbrook Marketing 
Marketing Yueyi Wang***! 
Mariah Joan Stenzel Finance 
Finance Zichao Wang **! 
Meghan Marie Stillwell *! Financial Markets Finance 
Health Care Management Megan E Ward 
Bethany A Stoltenburg Health Care Management 
Marketing Cayli Marie Webster 
Connor E Stowell Marketing 
Finance Leah Rose Wedan 
Jonathan William Stroh Economics 
Finance Lauren Ann Weierke 
Garth Erick Sundeen Health Care Management 
Human Resource Management Nathan RWeiland*! 
Bryan James Sunnafirank! Financial Markets Finance 
Marketing Anthony Philip West 
LauraASudiff*"! Finance 
Human Resource Management Josef I Westlake 
Joseph Christopher Swanson *! Finance 
Marketing Analytics Lauren Brooke Westling *! 
Luke Allen Swanson ! Marketing 
Marketing Matthew Richard Wicklund 
Organizational Management Marketing 
Amy Sweeney Daniel J Wffczek 
Marketing Marketing 
Jenna J Takavitz Aaron M Wilhelmi! 
Marketing Marketing 
Kelly E Taras T v r 1 vv TTr«vfl 1 . 1 
Wade Alan Wilhelmi f 
Marketing Health Care Management 
TV T 11 I T » J T P J 
Maxwell Rustad 1 ardy 
•XT' 1 I A • 11 T I T ' 1 1 - * * * J _ 
Nicole DanieUe Wilhams t 
Finance Financial Markets Finance 
I an Jeffrey Thatcher Scott Bradley Willmsen 
xr I 
Marketing 
Finance 
And ew S Thuleen Crystal Marie Wimperis 
Marketing Analytics Marketing and Graphic Design 
Cole Thomas Toepfer Andrew James Winkler 
Management Information Systems Finance 
Kim Andre Brynthe Torp Health Care Management 
Finance 
Joshua Dylan Tousignant * Denotes cum laude 
Marketing ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Diana Natalia Tracey 
Marketing *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Luke Joseph Trepanier ! t Denotes departmental honors 
Marketing 
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Kevin J Winters 
Marketing 
Adam Edward Witte 
Finance 
Adam Lee Wittenberg 
Health Care Management 
Carly Wittlieft 
Finance 
Tyler James Witty 
Marketing 
Megan Jean Wochnick t 
Marketing 
Alex C Wolf 
Finance 
Sierra Wolff 
Organizational Management 
Andrew R Worwa 
Health Care Management 
Vue Cheng Xiong 
Management Information Systems 
Kajzoo Grace Yang t 
Health Care Management 
Ainsley M Yee 
Human Resource Management 
Andrew J Yetzer *t 
Financial Markets Finance 
Marisa Jean Yliniemi 
Health Care Management 
Lance Wesley Zetah *t 
Management Information Systems 
Tylere J Zimmerman 
Management Information Systems 
Nicholas RZobel 
Marketing 
Anthony Ryan Zoch 
Marketing 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONS 
Jill Pinkney Pastrana, Dean 
B A C H E L O R O F A P P L I E D 
A R T S 
Danielle Marie Arcand 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Tyler J Bauer 
Teaching Social Studies 
Tessa Jo Beckstrom 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Dane G Broome 
Teaching Spanish 
James Michael Burton 
Teaching Social Studies 
Hailey Marie Carlson 
Teaching Spanish 
Meghan A Carney 
Teaching Communication Arts 8c 
Literature 
Nicholas Surfista DeShaw 
Teaching Social Studies 
Aaron Paul Donais ** 
Teaching Social Studies 
Amy M Erion 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Chelsea Nicole Fedora 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Shane R Fischer 
Teaching Social Studies 
Patrick James Glander 
Teaching Social Swdies 
Casey E Isaacs 
Teaching Social Studies 
Mathew S Jennissen 
Teaching Communication Arts 8c 
Literature 
AmyAnnJindra 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Makenzie A Johnson 
Teaching Social Studies 
Brent M Jorgensen 
Teaching Social Studies 
Shaina Marie Lane 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Aaron R Lattu 
Teaching Social Studies 
Megan Christine Lueck 
Teaching Social Smdies 
Barbara A Marko 
Teaching Spanish 
KariJ Novotny ** 
Teaching Social Studies 
Teaching Spanish 
Nathaniel Scott Parenteau 
Teaching Social Studies 
Shane M Penn 
Teaching Social Studies 
Madeline Jeanette Pilon 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Robert Ian Poison 
Teaching Social Studies 
Chelsea Alexandra Roering 
Teaching Social Studies 
Luke R Salzer 
Teaching Social Studies 
Griffin David Thorne 
Teaching Social Studies 
Daniel Duane Vacura 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Jacob David Warren 
Teaching Social Studies 
Blaise Patrick Younce 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Jennifer Ann Zbacnik Martin 
Teaching Communication Arts 6c 
Literature 
Jack Adam Zirlde 
leaching Social Studies 
B A C H E L O R O F A P P L I E D 
S C I E N C E 
Nathan Robert Abler 
Psychology 
Sam Charles Abrahamsen 
Exercise Science 
Nadine M Abu Azzam 
Health Education 
Anna R Ackerman t 
Psychology 
Amanda Erin Agamaite ** 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Jonathan A Ahlfs 
Health Education 
Rebeccah Kay Ahlrich **t 
Psychology 
AlaynaPAkervik 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
AmyEAllard 
Psychology 
Eric Scott Aim 
Teaching Mathematics 
Heather Lda Alto*" 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Aleksander Roger Anderson 
Psychology 
Brett Willson Anderson 
Exercise Science 
Colton Michael Anderson 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
Elisabeth Sharon Anderson 
Psychology 
Geremy M Anderson 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Jacob P Anderson 
Health Education 
Kjersten Anderson 
Health Education 
Lauren Lynn Anderson * 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Megan Anne Anderson 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Eric L Anfinson 
_ Psychology 
Kate Asperheim 
Psychology 
Dustin Scott Aune 
Exercise Science 
Aaron L Austin ** 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
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Katherine E Axford ***t 
Psychology 
University Honors 
Amanda M Babich * 
Teaching Mathematics 
Sara Elisabeth Bacon 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Marika Laurel Bader-Grunow t 
Psychology 
Kathryn Baker 
Psychology 
Lauren H Baker 
Psychology 
Jessica L Baltzer 
Psychology 
RebeccaJ Batchelder 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Rebecca Renee Beal ** 
Teaching Mathematics 
Lydia Becker***! 
Psychology 
Elizabeth Christine Beeksma 
Psychology 
Paige Bendson 
Teaching Life Science 
Teaching Physical Science 
Candice Kimberly Berg 
Psychology 
Elise Marie Bergeson 
Psychology 
Annie Lou Bergler ** 
Integrated Elementary & Special 
Education 
Madelynn Jeannine Bilse 
Exercise Science 
Angela B Bird 
Psychology 
Nicole Joy Bladow ** 
Integrated Elementary & Special 
Education 
* Denotes cum laude 
*• Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONS 
Brittney Candice Blair 
Teaching Mathematics 
Matthew Steven Boetcher 
Exercise Science 
IsabeUe Marie Bogen 
Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Brandon Richard Borowicz 
Exercise Science 
Aaron James Boser 
Psychoiogy 
Katie S Boser 
Integrated Elementary & Special 
Education 
Jennifer Bourbonais * 
Teaching Mathematics 
Brittany Leighton Brackett 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
Alisha Ann Bradley 
Exercise Science 
Devan Lynn Branson * 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Brianne Rachel Fox Brekke 
Psychology 
Judy A Breuer ** 
Health Education 
Samantha Bridges 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Joseph M Brinda 
Psychology 
Megan Sue Briski 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
Megan Jean Brown 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Deron Michael Buboltz 
Exercise Science 
Grace C Buck t 
Psychology 
John Burg 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Angela Rose Bushey 
Psychology 
Kristen Ann Butts 
Psychology 
Michael Philip Campbell t 
Psychoiogy 
Jessie Lynn Campion 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Justin Cannon 
Psychoiogy 
Brandon R Carlson 
Psychology 
Chloe Maria Carlson 
Exercise Science 
Logan Carlson 
Athletic Training 
Sam Thomas Cassidy 
Psychology 
Maximiliano Elidio Cervantes 
Psychology 
CalleJ Chartrand 
Health Education 
Physical Education 
Sarah Brook Chasson 
Exercise Science 
Austin Reid Christensen 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Kaylen Anne Christensen 
Exercise Science 
Cody Andrew Christian 
Health Education 
Emily Margaret Clark 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Audra R Clement 
Exercise Science 
Sara Kristine Clifton 
Psychoiogy 
Brookelyn M Closson 
Psychoiogy 
Justin William Cole 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Sarah J Condon 
Health Education 
Sophie M Conger 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Megan M Connelly 
Physical Education 
Nathan R Conroy 
Teaching Mathematics 
Allison K Cooper 
Psychology 
Rachel Marie Cooper * 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Thomas A Couture 
Psychoiogy 
Kelly Jordan Czech 
Exercise Science 
Michelle Marie Daddario 
Exercise Science 
April Rae Dammar 
Health Education 
Lindsey Danielson 
Psychology 
Dmitra R Danilenko-Dixon 
Psychoiogy 
Carissa L Davis 
Athletic Training 
Danielle Noreen Davis 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Erin Taylor Denny 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Caitlin Deutschman 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Cheryl DeWitt 
Psychology 
Alana Dickinson 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Britta Marie Diem 
Health Education 
Molly Elizabeth Dimmerman 
Psychology 
Sandra Lee Dircks *** 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Cody Joshua Dirksen 
Psychology 
Reid Allen Dittel 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Alicia Ann Dobias 
Psychology 
William Kerry Doherty 
Psychology 
Nicole M Dooner 
Psychology 
Laura A Dormanen 
Psychology 
Jean E Dougherty f 
Psychoiogy 
Kelcie N Driessen 
Exercise Science 
David James Dryden 
Psychoiogy 
Anthony Arthur Duhn 
Psychoiogy 
Shaunte Dwyer 
Exercise Science 
Rachel Marie Ebert 
Psychology 
Shanna Lee EUefson *** 
Exercise Science 
HayleyAnn Endershe 
Psychology 
Danielle A Erickson 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Matthew Paul Erickson 
Teaching Mathematics 
Matthew Brian Eul 
Psychology 
Kayla Karen Evans * 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Lauren M Evans * 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Zachary E Fahrenkrug 
Athletic Training 
Cody Farrell 
Teaching Life Science 
Zachary Michael Fasking 
Recreation - Outdoor Education 
File B Fasteland 
Psychologv 
Jillian C Ferderer 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Emma Jae Figgins 
Linified Early Childhood Studies 
Jacob Roy Flanagan 
Exercise Science 
Cassandra Lois Fleming 
Psychology 
Teigan May Flynn 
Psychology 
Sean M FoUey 
Exercise Science 
DanieUe K Foote 
Psychoiogy 
Kaila J Formanek 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Josie Rae Forstrom 
Exercise Science 
Erika Helen Frear 
Exercise Science 
Jazmin Rolin Frederiksen ** 
Psychoiogy 
DaneUe Kathleen French 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Kjersti M Fried 
Teaching Mathematics 
University Honors 
Emily A Fry 
Psychology 
LynnAnn M Euhs *** 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Carly Christine Furney 
Exercise Science 
Lindsay R George * 
Integrated Elementarv 6c Special 
Education 
Ashley Frances Gilbert 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Brienna Antoinette Gillanders 
Physical Education 
Alicia Rae Gillen 
Psychology 
Blair E Gjevre *t 
Psychology 
Christina Marie Gordy 
Health Education 
Charles Joseph Gould 
Psychologv 
Laicee K Grahek 
Exercise Science 
Kelsey Elizabeth Gratz 
Health Education 
Maryann Sue Grew 
Psychoiogy 
Megan Elizabeth GuUord 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Elyse M Gunderson ** 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Rebecca Marie Gunkel t 
Psychoiogy 
Jessica Ann Guse' 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Britta Rae Gustafson 
Exercise Science 
Kjeta Marie Gustafson 
Psychology 
Kyle T Gustafson 
Exercise Science 
Larah May Habdas 
Psychology 
Riah Beth Habdas 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
Rachel Halgren **t 
Psychology 
University Honors 
Kayla M IT aU 
Psychology 
Michael Jared HaUgren ** 
Integrated Elementary & Special 
Education 
Jamie Lynn Halverson 
Elementary 6c Middle School 
Education 
Holly EUen Hanowsld 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Charles Hansen 
Psychology 
Linnea Marie Hanson 
Exercise Science 
* Denotes eum laude 
** Denotes magna eum laude 
*** Denotes summa eum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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Kara Harms 
Pswhologv 
Marie Christine Havrilla 
Psychology 
Harley D Hazel 
Physical Education 
Samantha S Hedican 
Psvchoiogv 
Jacob Michael Heifort 
Exercise Science 
Ryhe P Heilman 
Psvchoiogv 
Chaz Alan Heinz 
Exercise Science 
Ryan Patrick Hennessey 
Teaching Earrh &c Space Science 
Grace Marie Herndon 
Health Education 
Ashley Dorothea Hill 
Psychoiogy 
Rob Kevin Hinrichs 
Physical Education 
Stephanie Marie Hinrichs 
Integrated Elementary & Special 
Education 
Uniyersity Honors 
Benjamin J Hintz 
Psychology 
Sarah R Hockett 
i'svchoiogy 
Kaitlyn Louise Hoitomt t 
Psvchoiogy 
Brianna Marie Holbeck 
Psvchoiogy 
Dustin Arthur Holman 
Psychoiogy 
Tara Ann Holmin 
Integrated Elementary & Special 
Education 
PhiUip Homere 
Psychoiogy 
Emily Ann Horabik 
Exercise Science 
Brittany Ann Horner 
Psychoiogy 
Allyson Carol Hornseth 
Health Education 
Heather Hubert 
Environmental & Outdoor Education 
Hannah Elise Huisinga 
Psychoiogy 
Gabriel Hurley 
Psychoiogy 
Kimberly Kay Hussman 
Psychoiogy 
Christine Jean Illetschko 
Psychology 
Sofia Marie Iverson 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Shelbee M Jaeger 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Chelsea R Jasper 
Exercise Science 
Jane M Jefferson 
Exercise Science 
Amanda Jennissen 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jason Kern Jensen 
Psvclroiogv 
Kristen Jesch 
Psychoiogy 
Kirajohanson 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
University Honors 
Donald RJohnson 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Kayla Eaye Johnson 
Health Education 
Kelsie May Johnson 
Psychology 
Kerryn Lorraine Johnson 
Psychology 
Nicole Lyn Johnson 
Health Education 
Jocelyn Mary Johnston ** 
Exercise Science 
Sydney C Johnston 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Ryan James Judd 
Psychology 
Rachael Sierra Justesen 
Psychoiogy 
Abdurahman Mustafa Kadir 
Health Education 
Matthew Joseph Kampa 
Teaching Mathematics 
Michael A Kampa 
Athletic Training 
Alyssa Kay Kaplan 
Exercise Science 
Demarie Ann Kapler 
Psychology 
Bradley GKeUer" 
Exercise Science 
Joseph P Kelzenberg 
Psychology 
Savannah Marie Kent 
Exercise Science 
Roshna Musarrat Khan 
Psychology 
Trevor J Kiehl * 
Teaching Mathematics 
Benjamin A Kimball *** 
Exercise Science 
Ashlynn Ann Kingren 
Athletic Training 
Meghan K Kirchgasler 
Psychology 
Brooke Anne Klemetsrud 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Nathan Knop 
Teaching Earth 8c Space Science 
Christina Marie Knutson 
Psychology 
Clair Emmeline Koehler 
Psychoiogy 
Hannah L Koepke 
Exercise Science 
Health Education 
Kristin L Kontny ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Angela Paige Krumme 
Exercise Science 
Michael Paul Krussow ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Stephanie R Kummet 
Teaching Mathematics 
Hyunkyung Kwon 
Teaching Mathematics 
Sarah Lais 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Katherine M Lange 
Psychoiogy 
Lindsey M Lanigan 
Health Education 
Sorina Ann Larson *t 
Psychoiogy 
Amanda Marie Lassila 
Psychoiogy 
Chloe M Lassonde * 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Nicole Marie Laubis 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Dylan Lean 
Psychology 
Elizabeth S Leander 
Psychology 
Allison Mackenzie Lee 
Psychology 
Vanessa Lee 
Psychology 
Lauren Elizabeth Lehman 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Sara E Lehto 
Exercise Science 
Emily Leif 
Exercise Science 
Kaitlyn Ann Leininger 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Raija Jennifer Leiviska 
Exercise Science 
Jenna K Lenz 
Psychoiogy 
Alexander Reza Libera 
Psychoiogy 
Brandon Daniel Liddiard 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Brianna K Little 
Psychology 
Danielle Nicole Locascio 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Emmi Yanada Lohrentz 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Vanessa Lovro 
Physical Education 
Allysa Lund 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jill C Lundeen 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
University Honors 
Darcyjoan Lynch 
Teaching Mathematics 
Lacey Marie Machemehl 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Hannah Susan Maertz 
Psychoiogy 
Carl J Maiers 
Health Education 
JUIian Mercedes Manders 
Integrated Elementary Sc Special 
Education 
Hannah R Marrin 
Psychoiogy 
Hannah Rose Martell 
Psychoiogy 
Christopher James Martin 
Psychoiogy 
Russell David Martin t 
Psychoiogy 
Tyler J Mass 
Exercise Science 
Alexa Ann Mathwig 
Exercise Science 
Adam Scott Maxwell 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Amelia Rose McDonah 
Psychology 
Margaret Anne McDowell 
Exercise Science 
Elizabeth Mary McLaughlin 
Psychology 
Samantha McMuUen 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Maria Diane McVean 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Andrew Edward Meierding 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Luke J Merrill 
Psychology 
Amanda Leigh Michaelson 
Health Education 
Jason Gregory Irons Michalicek 
Teaching Mathematics 
Chelsea Elizabeth Micheals 
Psychology 
Jennifer M Mielke t 
Psychology 
Courtney Marie Milbeck 
Health Education 
Iris Lyn Tina Miller 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Miranda Louise Miller 
Integrated Elementary 8t Special 
Education 
Brittany Mingo 
Psychology 
Jaime Mobilia 
Health Education 
JeffMoe 
Exercise Science 
Brianne Renee Moon 
Health Education 
Anna Jean Moore 
Integrated Elementary Sc Special 
Education 
Taylor Moore 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
* Denotes cum kiueie 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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Lindsay M Morgan Laura Jean Pfeifer James Edward Sandstrom Rachael A Stauher 
Health Education Psychology Health Education Teaching Mathematics 
Lindsey M Mork Sarina M Pizzala Jerome Michael Santos Benjamin Michael Stay ** 
Exercise Science Health Education Exercise Science Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Steven J Morris Andrew B Polasek Megan L Sarahan Education 
Exercise Science Exercise Science Exercise Science Martin W Stecker 
Gabrielle Morse Danielle L Potter" Andrew Sarles Exercise Science 
Exercise Science Exercise Science Psychology Jessop Paul Steele 
Jessica Ann Muehlbauer t Antonia Stevana Prassas Rodney Alexander Sather Exercise Science 
Psychology Psychology Exercise Science Anna Steidl 
Jaimee N Naddy Danielle L Privratsky Samantha Amy Schermerhorn Psychology 
Psychoiogy Communication Sciences &c Disorders Exercise Science Teri A Stein 
Ally Jeanne Nagel Scott WPucko Cody Schlawin Psychology 
Psychology Exercise Science Exercise Science Lucas K Steinbach 
Kyle Stewart Nelson t Emily M Purvis*"! Kiersten Lyn Schmidt Health Education 
Psychology Psychology Athletic Training Tyler Matthew Stettler 
Lindsay Janel Netland University Honors Kyleen Rachel Schneider Teaching Mathematics 
Unified Early Childhood Studies Ashley Elizabeth Queener Psychology Kinsie Ellen Stifter ** 
Molly M Nevanen Teaching Mathematics Tara Leigh Schommer *** Teaching Mathematics 
Psychology John Richard Rainwater Communication Sciences 8c Disorders Marcos A Stoffel 
Katrina Marie Newman ** Environmental Outdoor Education Sara Schuefftan Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Teaching Mathematics Alexandra Raak Psychology Sally L Stromme 
Megan I Norbeck Psychology Courtney Justine Schull Health Education 
Psychology CarliRandt" Integrated Elementary 8c Special Johanna Mary Bernice Sturm 
James Norman Exercise Science Education Integrated Elementary & Special 
Exercise Science Kaseyjo Raph Alyssa RSchultz**! Education 
Meranda Muthoni Nottingham Athletic Training Psychology Jiwon Sub ! 
Psychology Alec Glenn Rasmussen University Honors Psychoiogy 
Emily Claire Nygren Psychoiogy Catherine Elizabeth Schultz Kelly Maureen Sullivan ! 
Psychology Katie Tyne Read Psychology Psychology 
Brittany Rae Nystrom Unified Early Childhood Studies KaseyN Schultz Anne Marie Sutliff 
Psychology Samantha Kaye Redman " ! Communication Sciences 8c Disorders Psychology 
Jonna Odden Psychoiogy Laura Schultz Camra Mae Becker Sveiven ** 
Psychology Alyssa Dee Georgine Reents Communication Sciences 8c Disorders Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Andrea Louise Olsen Integrated Elementary 8c Special Rachel T Senarighi Education 
Integrated Elementary &. Special Education Health Education Linnea Danielle Swanson 
Education Michaela Susanna Aleo Reuss Mark Wesley Shaver Exercise Science 
Bryce C Olson Unified Early Childhood Studies Physical Education MichaelJ Swanson 
Teaching Mathematics Lauren Ringgenberg Angela Kelly Sheets Physical Education 
University Honors Communication Sciences 8c Disorders Psychology Ashley A Swenson 
Lanae D Olson Alicia Marie Ristow * Elliot Thomas Shetka Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Unified Early Childhood Studies Integrated Elementary 8c Special Exercise Science Morgan Tresa Noelle Tans 
Thomas A Olson Education Amanda M Shorter Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Exercise Science Jillian Susanne Rixe Exercise Science Education 
Sarah Renee Orlopp Psychology Holly Anne Sinex" Shannon Marie Taylor 
Unified Early Childhood Studies Katie Gabriella Robison Teaching Mathematics Athletic Training 
Ann Frances Ostrowski Unified Early Childhood Studies Steven Daniel Skalicky Jessica Anne Teich 
Health Education Kayla Marie Rogowski Psychology Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Sara Catherine Elizabeth OToole Psychology Anna Elizabeth Rose Smegal ***! Education 
Health Education Jamie L Rohm Psychology Andrew Tescher ! 
Whitney Clara Ozan Athletic Training Patrick Charles Smith Psychoiogy 
Teaching Physical Science Marandajo Rollins Psychology Aaron George Theis 
Haley Ann Paszkiewicz Psychologv Lauren Marie Smude Exercise Science 
Integrated Elementary & Special Luke Andrew Rose Exercise Science Danielle Marie Thiesse 
Education Integrated Elementary 8c Special Jordan L Snesrud Exercise Science 
Jessica Marilyn Paul Education Integrated Elementary 8c Special Brody Alexander Thomas 
Integrated Elementary & Special Claire Louise Rosen ** Education Physical Education 
Education Public Health Education 8c Promotion Megan Emily Snyder Alison Marie Toepfer 
Shae-Marie Pelowski Ashley Winter Ross***! Exercise Science Psychology 
Integrated Elementary & Special Psychology Tanner John Solheim *" Taylor Olivia Trapp 
Education Danica Marie Gorsche Rozich Exercise Science Teaching Mathematics 
Chelsea L Perkins ** Psychology Adam John Summers ! 
Communication Sciences & Disorders Josephine Salmon Psychology * Denotes cum laude 
Rebecca L Peterson Psychology Michell Elizabeth Sones ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Teaching Mathematics Steven Michael Samb Health Education 
Samantha J Peterson t Exercise Science Caitlin Denise Sorvig ! *** Denotes summa eum laude 
Psychoiogy Haley S Sanders Psychology t Denotes departmental honors 
University Honors Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Lacey Soto 
Psychology 
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Christopher Louis Vandervest Carlie Jean Wagner Kayla WiUer Erin C Zahler * 
Exercise Science Exercise Science Integrated Elementary 8c Special Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Brett Christopher Vangen-Weeks Tracy Lynn Waldriff Education Alicia Zastrow 
Environmental &. Outdoor Education Unified Early Childhood Studies Jordan Renae Wihner Physical Education 
Samantha Jean Veenhuis Meghan Marie Wall Integrated Elementary 8c Special TonyJ Zech 
Psychology Integrated Elementary 8c Special Education Exercise Science 
Rachael Mary Vikla Education DaltonR Winkle Brianna Louise Zellner 
Psychology Kristy Lea Walls Psychoiogy Psychology 
Kelsey Villwock Psychoiogy Jamie Lynn Witten Jenna Zevnick 
Exercise Science Michael Park Ward Health Education Psychoiogy 
Jonathan Tabb Vlasak Psychology Kelsey Woodland Brittany R Zime 
Environmental & Outdoor Education Raeanna I Ward Exercise Science Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Julia Katherine Vogelsberg Psychoiogy Jennifer Michelle Wraalstad Rebecca Jean Zwonitzer 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special Hailey Rae Warzonek '* Exercise Science Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Education Communication Sciences 8c Disorders Hayley Eileen Wright 
Brandon Vogen Amanda Claire Weber Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special Psychology Tang Xiong 
Education Aron Robert Welch Psychoiogy 
Caleb RVolkert Health Education Ton PhengYang 
Psychology Samuel Michael Werle Psychology 
Justin Steven Voss Environmental 8c Outdoor Education Kelsey Ann Yoki 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special Samantha C Werner Psychoiogy 
Education Psychoiogy Tyler Jeffrey Young 
Brenda B Vue Rachel Elizabeth Wheeler Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Psychoiogy Unified Early Childhood Studies Kelsa Marie Yourczek 
LyvongVue Morgan E Whitacre Psychology 
Psychoiogy Psychoiogy 
SCHOOL OF F I N E ARTS 
William Payne, Dean 
B A C H E L O R O F A R T S 
Laura Carlson Akers 
llieatre 
Bailey Johanna Boots *t 
Theatre 
EmilyABuUivant™ 
Tireatre 
Katelyn Kaye Caskey "*t 
Theatre 
Lindsey Gay Eggers 
Art 
Courtney Lindsey Anne EUian 
Music 
Ashley Kathryn Elsen 
Music 
Diana R Engel 
Art History 
Laura Sharlotte Grieme 
TIreatre 
Siri M Harkins * 
Music 
University Honors 
Jacob Michael Hermann 
Music 
Jessica Katharine Ilaug 
Theatre 
Taylor Lynn Jensen 
Theatre 
Jennie Victoria Leino 
Art History 
Katherine June Limbeck 
Art History 
Max A MacDonald 
Art 
Sarah Elizabeth Mace 
Art History 
Katlyn Elizabeth Moser 
Theatre 
Jonathan Leslie Moyer-Grice 
Theatre 
Vivian E Otoo 
Theatre 
Rebeccah Marie Roberts 
Music 
Brady M Roy 
Art 
Melanie Annamarie Schmidt 
Theatre 
Justin Donald Schoenherr 
Music 
NikkiJadeTatge 
Theatre 
Alana Elizabeth Tingelhoff 
Theatre 
Taylor Olivia Trapp 
Theatre 
Anne M Wetherhee 
Music 
Steven Zubich 
Music 
B A C H E L O R O F F I N E 
A R T S 
Samantha Lynn Anderson 
Studio Art 
Megan P Bakken 
Art Education - K-12 
Katelyn Adele Bendel 
Studio Art 
Melissa Lee Bensen 
Studio Art 
Mitchell James Bercier 
Graphic Design 
John Edward Blackshear II 
Graphic Design 
Anne L Bleninger 
Graphic Design 8c Marketing 
Bethany Louise Bourgoin 
Studio Art 
Catherine Jean Caswell 
Art Education - K-12 
Rebecca Kelly Charpentier 
Theatre 
Catherine Leigh Christensen 
Graphic Design 
MichaelJ Cochrane 
Theatre 
Topaz Cooks t 
Theatre 
Amanda Jo Dahl 
Art Education - K-12 
Brendan J Denne 
Graphic Design 
Alexander James Devries 
Graphic Design 
Casey Daniel Dudley 
Graphic Design 
Brittney Marie Duhaime 
Graphic Design 
Jacob Durham 
Studio Art 
Faith Annette Engen * 
Theatre 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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SCHOOL OF F I N E ARTS 
Emily N Fletcher 
Theatre 
Gabrielle Michelle Gerster 
Art Education - K-12 
Kevin B Gilbertson 
Graphic Design 
AlexGoebel 
Theatre 
Jade Mauriana Golen 
Graphic Design 
Carly Suzanne Goodlund 
Graphic Design 
James E Goodman 
Theatre 
Cbristopber J Gumpper t 
Theatre 
Erin E Halverson 
Studio Art 
Grant McCann Hasbrouck 
Graphic Design 
C^ngHe 
Graphic Design 
Sarah Ann Marie Heil 
Studio Art 
MoUy Colleen Hennessy 
Graphic Design 
Marina P Her 
Studio Art 
Ryan J Holmquist 
Graphic Design 
Jenna Regan Houck ***t 
Theatre 
Cassandra Lee Houston ***t 
Graphic Design 
Sara Lorraine Hughes t 
Graphic Design 
Studio Art 
Trevor Shane Jellum 
Graphic Design 
Amanda Laurel Johnson *** 
Graphic Design 
Katie Jean Kappauf * 
Graphic Design 
Emma Arlene Kelly-Glasoe 
Graphic Design 
Andrew K Kilness 
Graphic Design 
Keri Ann Koskiniemi 
Studio Art 
Amanda Krai 
Studio Art 
Dylan Andrew Lee 
Theatre 
Jacob Jon Lebto 
Studio Art 
Jennie Victoria Leino 
Studio Art 
Jeff Leslie 
Graphic Design 
AndrewJ Liskiewicz 
Graphic Design 
Rebecca Ann Lockwood 
Studio Art 
Caitbn Elise Losure 
Theatre 
Nathan Lee Lyons 
Studio Art 
Emily E Main 
Graphic Design 
Kelsey Marie Malsom 
Graphic Design 
Tyler Herbert Mans 
Art Education - K-12 
Daniel D Marta 
Theatre 
Kelly Marie McLeod 
Theatre 
Michelle Elizabeth Mergens 
Art Education - K-12 
Erin Patrick Miller 
Theatre 
Brittany Mingo 
Theatre 
Nicholas L Mueller 
Graphic Design 
Taylor Jordan Midbolland 
Graphic Design 
Caitlin Murzyn't 
Graphic Design 
Hannah M Murzyn t 
Graphic Design 
Graham R Nelson 
Studio Art 
Sarah Nicole Fiorina Nelson 
Art Education - K-12 
Karley Rose Nybus * 
Graphic Design 
Erin Kendra Obland t 
Theatre 
Dane Higbum Pedersen **'t 
Studio Art 
DoUyAndersPbiUips*! 
Art Education - K-12 
Joseph Earl Rancourt 
Graphic Design 
Chelsea Lin Keller"*! 
Theatre 
Peter Frederic Sablberg 
Graphic Design 
Alison Serra 
Studio Art 
Tony Garrett Sixberry 
Studio Art 
Amanda M Sjodabl 
Theatre 
Melissa Ann Smetana 
Studio Art 
Blake William Smith 
Studio Art 
Clayton J Smith 
Graphic Design 
Benjamin J Stein 
Graphic Design 
Joshua Stenvick 
Theatre 
Sara Ann Strotber 
Art Education - K-12 
Tyler J Swanson 
Graphic Design 
Caitlin Marie Tenboff * 
Graphic Design 
Chelsea Marie Tietema 
Art Education - K-12 
Ronni Lynn Vandenboom 
Studio Art 
GaoCby Vang 
Graphic Design 
Rick Thub Vang 
Graphic Design 
Michael John Vanborn 
Studio Art 
KaylynMWebb 
Graphic Design 
CarlaWeideman***! 
Theatre 
Scott Joseph White 
Graphic Design 
Tiffany Ann Yearley 
Graphic Design 
B A C H E L O R O F M U S I C 
Nicholas Paul AUen 
Music Education 
Madeline Leigh Anderson 
Music Education 
Tyler Bennett Babneau 
Music Education 
Michael Paul Begley " ! 
Music Education 
Megan Brass 
Music Education 
Catherine Victoria Lorbiecki Brown *! 
Performance 
Zachariah Davin Carlson 
Music Education 
Christina Lynn Christensen ! 
Performance 
Jon M Christensen 
Theory 8c Composition 
Alex Pete Ferderer 
Music Education 
Rachel Pearl Gruendemann 
Music Education 
Kevin Jones 
Performance 
Erin Elizabeth Maber ***! 
Music Education 
Zachery Scott Meier **! 
Theory 8c Composition 
Kathleen A Meyer 
Theory 8c Composition 
Ander R Peterson *! 
Jazz Studies 
University Honors 
Graeme E Shields **! 
Theory 8c Composition 
University Honors 
Luke Adam Votava *** 
Performance 
Ariel Danielle Wiebe * 
Music Education 
Christian Witberow 
Music Education 
* Denotes eum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
"* Denotes summa eum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
Susan Maher, Dean 
B A C H E L O R O F A R T S 
Ardell Henry Aaberg 
Political Science 
Cody Cbarles Aasen 
Criminology 
Patrick Micbael Alexander 
Communication 
Abssa Alexander-Edgren 
Communication 
AlexAltbaus 
Communication 
Hope R Anderson * 
Sociology 
Lauren Elizabetb Anderson ** 
English 
Sara Lynn Anderson 
Women's Studies 
SabaAndualem 
Anthropology 
Samantha Lynn Ansolabehere 
Communication 
Ryan Scott Arbuckle 
Communication 
Political Science 
Katherine Sharon Archer ** 
Communication 
Jonathan Daniel Argall 
Environment & Sustainabilitv 
Leticia Kwamboka Arita 
International Studies 
Alana S Autenrietb 
Communication 
Matthew James Badker 
Criminology 
Christian Kenneth Baker 
Communication 
Brandi Rae Balmer 
Anthropology 
Philosophy 
Wayne Robert Barnard III 
Communication 
Megan E Basara 
Communication 
Jennifer Lynn Basbam ** 
International Studies 
Sean B Bell 
Political Science 
NicoUe Benecke 
International Studies 
Lauren R Berg 
Political Science 
AlyssaJ Bergstedt 
Criminology 
Erich M Betticb 
Criminology 
Janie Christine Bevan 
Communication 
Angela B Bird 
Criminology 
Samantha R Bisogno 
Political Science 
Women's Studies 
Casey Leigh Bissener 
English 
Angela Adeline Blackwell 
Communication 
Heather Blood "* 
Political Science 
Abigail Susanna Boemer 
Criminology 
Ehzabeth Ann Boblke * 
History 
Eleanor L Bolicb 
International Studies 
Nicholas James Bonko * 
History 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Sage Cassidy Bonomo 
Communication 
Evan Paul Borscbeid 
Criminology 
Jared Alvin Beyer 
Communication 
Megan Joy Braddock * 
Communication 
Rosemary Beth Bray * 
Communication 
Rachel Ellen Bredeck 
Communication 
English 
Michelle Murphy Bredin 
Writing Studies 
Conner Alan Breitbartb 
Criminology 
Samantha Nicole Bretbeim 
Writing Studies 
Kayla Renee Brewitz 
Communication 
Erin Kathryn Brick 
Communication 
Joseph M Brinda * 
Criminology 
Megan J Broeren 
Criminology 
Lindsey Ann Brooker 
Sociology 
Elizabetb Ashley Brown 
Criminohtgy 
Nathaniel Murray Brown 
Hispanic Studies 
Carl Austin Brown IV 
History 
Derek William Buck 
Urban & Regional Studies 
Tara Jeanne Burklund * 
English 
Devan Burnett 
Writing Studies 
Brandon T Burns 
Criminology 
Katherine Rose Burt 
Communication 
Benjamin James Byrne 
Communication 
Justin J Capelle * 
Communication 
Brandon R Carlson 
Criminology 
Katelyn Kaye Caskey *** t 
English 
Lauren Christina Chapman 
Anthropology 
Matthew Harrison Chapman 
Communication 
Aliina Kate Charging Hawk 
American Indian Studies 
Megan E Chartrand * 
Communication 
English 
MoUy McMabon Cberro 
Criminology 
William T Cbristianson 
Criminology 
Timothy W Cincoski 
History 
Katherine Joseph Claffey 
Criminology 
Dedric C Clark 
English 
Kelsey Kathleen Collier 
Communication 
French Studies 
Reid F Collins 
Philosophy 
Samuel M Cook 
Environment & Sustainability 
Johanna K Cooley * 
Communication 
Peter James Crawford 
Communication 
Carrie L Cremers 
Sociology 
Jaime Paul Crist 
Philosophy 
Johanna Mackenzie Cummins t 
Hispanic Studies 
Alyssa Daniels 
Communication 
Harrison A Defries 
Political Science 
John R Deininger 
Criminology 
Nicholas Dee Deutscb 
Geography 
Abigail MDeVitat 
Hispanic Studies 
International Studies 
Political Science 
Cheryl DeWitt 
Criminology 
Molly Elizabetb Dimmerman 
Communication 
Nicole M Dooner 
Criminology 
Austin Randolph Doppler 
Communicati{)n 
Kelly Marie Doran 
Communication 
Paige Barbara Dorman 
Communication 
Benjamin Aaron Dufault 
Political Science 
Jeffrey Joseph Dwyer 
Criminology 
Crystal Ann Ecbavarria 
International Studies 
Calhe L Eliason 
Communication 
Carter A EUena 
Criminology 
Savanna Elizabetb EUena 
Communication 
Hispanic Studies 
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Courtney Lindsey Anne EUian' 
English 
Eric M Elliott 
Political Science 
CaitUn Renee Engen 
Sociology 
Micbael C England 
Criminology 
Meghan Elizabetb Engstran 
Political Science 
Bradley Joseph Erickson 
Anthropology 
Hispanic Studies 
JiU Marie Erickson 
Criminology 
Amy M Erion 
English 
Lukas Ray Ettestad 
Geography 
Mary C Evans 
Criminology 
Stephanie Anne Falkowski 
English 
History 
Tessa Marie FarreU 
Environment & Sustainability 
Benjamin Jacob Fazendin 
Environment 8c Sustainability 
Nicholas Marc Feldmeier * 
Political Science 
Andrew L Felland 
Criminology 
Nathan Fischer 
Communication 
Justin E Elaata 
Criminology 
Samuel Thomas Flavin 
English 
Nicbole Fleming 
Communication 
Andrew Steven Fondrick 
Communication 
Jessica Pearl Fortney "* 
Anthropology 
MicbeUe Freeman 
English 
Ryan Thomas Ganner 
History 
Gabriela Lu Gerken * 
Criminology 
International Studies 
University Honors 
Benjamin D Giese 
International Studies 
Ashley MicbeUe Giguere 
Sociology 
Carson Joseph GiUer 
Communication 
Political Science 
Blair E Gjevre * 
Sociology 
* Denotes eum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
Christina Lee Goerdt TiArika Rozenia Hines Kimberly R Jungers Jenna K Lenz 
Criminology Communication English Communication 
RyanTGoff Brianna Jade Hinrichs Kyle L Kaminski Emily A Leskey 
Political Science Criminology Communication Anthropology 
Gabriel Goodwater Nathan Milan Hodapp Jamie Leigh Kappauf Hispanic Studies 
Criminology Criminology Communication Natalie Frances Lewis 
Logan A Goss Melissa Rose Hodge * Joseph P Kelzenberg Political Science 
Criminology Communication Philosophy Maire Madailein Maeg Licht ** 
Cbarles Joseph Gould English Rachael S Kerr Writing Studies 
Political Science Erika Kay Hoffman Communication Blake Walter Litzau 
Heather Lindsay Grab Communication Stephanie Ann Keute English 
Political Science Dustin Arthur Holman Sociology Bryce Andrew Loken 
Kevin P Grams German Studies Stephanie A Kigin Political Science 
Communication Cole Cbristopber Holmes History TylerJ Lorinser 
Peter Douglas Greenwood Geography Philosophy Political Science 
Communication Sooyeon Hong ** Shannon Elaine Kinley ** Karl John Lonshin 
Maryann Sue Grew Communication Hispanic Studies Sociology 
Sociology Kayla Kabaulani Horan Writing Studies Shane M Lutner 
Holly Alfine Grissman Sociology Angela Marie Kneer Communication 
Communication Sarah E Hougbam Communication Hannah Susan Maertz 
University Honors International Studies Paul D Knoer Women's Studies 
Laura Grace Grotte Leo Howard I I I Environment & Sustainability Jessica Rose Magler 
Sociology Communication Teagan Shae Knowlton Communication 
Women's Studies Cecilia Joyce Huffman Hispanic Studies Sarah C Mahler 
Lena Margaret Guggemos Criminology Aiden Mitchell Kocbery Communication 
International Studies Hannah EUse Huisinga Environment & Sustainability Brittney Maile 
Marcus A Guitb" Philosophy Kayla Kobanek ** Communication 
Political Science Lisa Heide Hunt Writing Studies Shelby Marie Malcolm 
Nicole Katherine Hamer Criminology Evan Scott Komarek English 
Communication Kimberly V Hyatt Criminology Anton Eric Dewayne Mark 
Gi Ppeum Han *** Writing Studies Heidi Marie Koopman * Criminology 
International Studies Stephen Micbael leridli, Jr History Megan L Marten 
Ian Duane Hanson Communication Michelle L Korczak ** Environment & Sustainability 
Anthropology Ashley Nicole Iverson Anthropology Hannah R Marrin 
Irene Marie Hanson Anthropology Tyler MKotek Communication 
Communication Kristin Anne Marie Iverson Criminology Tyler D Masseth 
Micbael B Hanson t Philosophy Anthony Richard Kozelka English 
Philosophy Political Science Political Science Trevor W Matheny 
Shawnee K Harkness Erin A Jennings Patrick James Krienke German Studies 
Anthropology Sociology Philosophy Eatimob O Matti 
Katrina M Harpster Mitchell Lyle Jensen * Political Science Sociology 
Communication Criminology Julie MKruse** Women's Studies 
Regan Anna Pipski Hartley Emily R Jenson Communication Lauren Elizabeth Mayer * 
Communication Criminology Garrett Sinkler Kunz Communication 
Cassandra J Haxton * AmyAnnJindra Communication Carissa A McCarney 
Anthropology English Benjamin D LaBerge International Studies 
Hispanic Studies Anthony LJobet Writing Studies Scott D McCollam 
Brittany VHecker Economics David Andre LaBerge Philosophy 
English Adam Terrance Johnson Communication Thomas Gabriel McGlone-Ernst 
Ryhe P Heilman Political Science Ryan Michael Sahand Lane Environment &c Sustainability 
Communication Cassandra Kalani Johnson French Studies Dawna Lynn McLaughlin *t 
Ethan RHeise English Brandon Lee Lauer Hispanic Studies 
Communication Daniel James Johnson Political Science Andrew Simon McNeil 
Philosophy Environment & Sustainability Allison Mackenzie Lee English 
Jasmine Joy Helgeson *t James Patrick Johnson Criminology Mahelet Seyonm Mekonen 
Hispanic Studies Criminology Minyoung Lee Criminology 
Benjamin Arthur Hickman Michael James Johnson Communication Kathryn Claire Mensing *' 
Communication History Paul Lee Women's Studies 
Christina Lynn Higgins Siri Johnson Criminology Jamie Rae Merideth * 
Communication English Yang M Lee Writing Studies 
Katlyn Dakota Hildebrandt Whitney Blaire Jones * International Studies 
Political Science Anthropology Erin R Lehman 
Aaron Arthur Hildebrant Elyse Christine Jorgenson Communication * Denotes cum laude 
History Sociology KyleWiUiamLeisen ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Josselyn Mariu HiU Stefano Pauljorissen Communication 
International Studies History Carrie Leiwica *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Political Science Sarah Jostviak Communication t Denotes departmental honors 
David Niemi HiUstrom Communication Melissa Mary Lentz 
Communication English 
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Amos Roman Miller Christopher Robert O'Brien Kristiina Rengo Emma Linnea Sieling 
History Political Science Anthropology Hispanic Studies 
Political Science Matthew Edward O'Brien Tiia Hannele Rengo Megan Simondet 
Ryan Miller Criminology Sociology Communication 
Socittlogy Jeremy Joseph O'Connor Lucas Renter Jordan C Simpson 
Mia Marie Mishek Criminology Criminology Communication 
Coinnuinication Kathryn C O'Connor Katherine Marie Revier Charles Johnathan Sims 
Christopher Michael MoUoy Criminology Communication Criminology 
Political Science Women's Studies Annemarie Christine Rice Evan Clement Smegal 
Elise Mary Monson Matthew Ross O'Eallon English Communication 
Communication Geography Lara Sanford Richardson Michaela M Smith 
Katelynn Naomi Monson Dustin Charles Olsen Philosophy Criminology 
Women's Studies Philosophy Kolter Nelson Ridge Timothy I Smith 
Kathryn A Montgomery Political Science English Political Science 
Hisrorv Zachary S Olson Ashley Jordan Robinson-Madsen Katrina Brianne Sorensen 
Charles Joseph Moore Communication Criminology English 
Geographic Information Science Daniel Carl Onken Gary Allen Rosier Margo Anne Sorensen 
Geography Environment 8c Sustainability Environment 8c Sustainability Communication 
Grace Elizabeth Moores Jennifer K O'Reilly Danica Marie Gorsche Rozich Jacob Stanley ! 
Writing Studies I listory Criminology French Studies 
Colette Angelean Moran Mark R Papas Kathryn F Ruesch Michael Melvin Steinborn 
Communication Anthropology Anthropology Economics 
Brenna Ashlyn Morgan Hispanic Studies Joshua Dean Sandstrom **! Forrest L Steinhoff 
Communication Stephanie Anne Park Geographic Information Science Geography 
Hispanic Studies Sociology Geography Urban 8c Regional Studies 
David William Mozina Stephen C Paulson Zachary D Sandstrom Tiffany Stenerson 
Sociolttgv Geography Criminology Communication 
Kelsey Rae Kyung Mueller Amanda Lynn Peak * Sarah Nicole Sanford Luke Edward Stettler 
Communication English Political Science Communication 
Samantha Rae Mundy ** Drake DuWayne Peterson Ryan John Sauve Derek Stewart 
Sociology Political Science Sociology Communication 
University Honors SamanthaJ Peterson' Kristina E Schadewald Political Science 
Ashley D Murrell Criminology Criminology Ian W Mcloughlin Storms 
Hispanic Studies University Honors Abigail Paige Scheiderer Communication 
Zach Richard Musolf Christian T Pezzutto Women's Studies Political Science 
Criminology Political Science Michael E Schepers Andrea M Strand 
Derek John Nading Molly K Pichetti Geography Sociology 
Communication Communication DanielJ Schliesman Kate Leigh Strassman 
Julia Jeanne Nealer Morganne Jennifer Pichetti Criminology Environment 8c Sustainability 
Criminology Communication Jessica Lynn Schmidt Joel Marvin Sundeen 
Ellie Neigehauer Kort Miller Plantenberg Criminology Environment 8c Sustainability 
Communication Criminology Anthony Jared Schmitt* Jordan Marie Swader 
Anthony Patrick Nelson Julia Marie Ploof Writing Studies ' Criminology 
Criminology Anthropology Matthew Steven Schmitz AndrewJ Swanson 
Tyler Adam Nelson Benjamin James Posl History Environment 8c Sustainability 
Criminology Communication Amber Marie Schneider Amy Ruth Swensen 
Bengt Nils Nergard Aloysia Markert Power Communication Criminology 
Criminology Writing Studies Kyleen Rachel Schneider Hispanic Studies 
Brittney Christine Neset Tanya A Prax * Criminology Laura Emily Swenson 
English English Riley Lee Schock Communication 
Kimberly Elizabeth Newton Erik William Richard Prcscott Criminology Emily Marie Tako 
Communication History Timothy Ross Schoenheider **! Hispanic Studies 
Caitlin C Nielsen Anna Nicbole PuUes Hispanic Studies Nicholas R Tazelaar 
;\nthropology Communication JessicaJ Schuefftan History 
Steven C Niska LindseyA Quam Communication Haley RoseTemplin 
Communication German Studies Sara Schuefftan * Criminology 
Jessica Marilyn Noor * Barbara Jacqueline Quickstad Criminology Political Science 
Writing Studies Communication Patryce Lea Schultz Samuel Terzich 
Samantha P Nordeen Mary Rambeck Sociology Criminology 
Political Science Criminology William Charles Schultz Andrew Tescher 
KariJ Novotny**! Kari Ann Ramherg * Communication Criminology 
1 lispanic Studies Criminology Emily A Seaberg** 
Javiera Catalina Nunez Nicholas John Rayman Criminology * Denotes cum laude 
Communieation Political Science WadeASebold ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Hispanic Studies Kelsey Rose Reed * Communication 
Emily Claire Nygren Criminology Ashley Nicole Settimi *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Political Science Lindsay Kelly Reinhardt Communication t Denotes departmental honors 
Hannah Faith Nylander-Asplin Criminology Marissa L Severson 
Environment & Sustainability Geography 
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Paul Stephen Teten ** T V a T r - a T r - a a 
Johnathon Keith Villa 
Zachary Webster Andrea Wright 
Political Science Criminology Philosophy English 
Ian Jeffrey Thatcher y . a T T ' l l tV ^ 4:it^ li 
Uiego Antomo ViUagra Mostaceros 
Writing Studies Brendan Brian Wright 
German Studies International Studies Leah Rose Wedan Criminology 
Aaron ScottTheisen Political Science Political Science Sociology 
Political Science Dustin Alan Voorhees Allison Margaret Welch Philosophy 
Ryan Thiel Geographic Information Science Philosophy Hannah Jasmine Wurl * 
Communication Geography Allison Marie White Criminology 
Chazman Thomas David J Wallace Criminology Kamila Xiong 
Communication International Studies Richard Joseph White Communication 
Nathaniel Micheal Thompsn Kaelie WilmaWard Communication Nqoua Yang 
History Communication Charles A Wichmann Sociology 
Lacey Lynn Thompson Mitchell J Ward Communication Antony Young 
Communication International Studies Jacob Williams Finvironment 6c Sustainability 
Uerek Balcome 1 ingblad Sara Ann Watts Criminology Anthony Ryan Zoch 
Political Science Anthropology Tz>4¥!.-zi.r\jt/.vir«zx \A7 : lc .n.« 
jettrey wayne vvtison 
Anthropology 
Michelle Legrand Turner Andrea L Waudby Environment 6c Sustainability Nathaniel Alan Zuk 
Sociolog}' & Anthropolog}- Criminology Curran Rose Wold Environment 6c Sustainability 
Jarrett Tyler Valdez Political Science Criminology Kelsi Joan Ring 
Urban 6c Regional Studies DanielJ Weatherly Lee Roger Louis Wolfgram, Jr Sociology 
Alexandria L Van Sloun Geographic Information Science Criminology 
Communication Jeremy Michael Weber Anna Catherine Wotzka 
Samantha Jean Veenhuis History Communication 
Criminology Political Science ' 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 6C ENGINEERING 
James Riehl, Dean 
B A C H E L O R O F A R T S 
Nicolle M Barbeau 
Biology 
Jessica Rose Becker 
Biology 
Emily Joy Campion * 
Chemistry 
University Honors 
Heather Ann Claflin 
Biology 
Audrey Jane Cope 
Biology 
Somaly Seng Cowan 
Biology 
Cameron Joseph Dahlin 
Geological Sciences 
Andrew Doig 
Biology 
Susan Ong Fang 
Biology 
Justin Michael Gaedke 
Computer Science 
Dana Nicole Gallop 
Biology 
Rebecca Jean Goeman 
Biology 
Troy A Hendrickson t 
Chemistry 
Michaela A Hins 
Biology 
Karsten S Jader 
Biochemistry 
Mitchell J Johnson 
Biology 
Blaed Colin Johnston 
Computer Science 
Caleyjojukich 
Biology 
Sierra Koethe 
Biology 
Nicholas J Landon 
Geological Sciences 
Kristina Lynn Larson **t 
Chemistry 
University Honors 
Jari Yrjanainen Mackie 
Chemistry 
Katchen M Malecha 
Chemistry 
Chelsea Elizabeth Micheals 
Biology 
Marvin Nieto Rubles 
Biology 
Kameron Rene Perkins 
Chemistry 
Shelby D Petsinger 
Biology 
Jeremy J Reierson 
Biology 
Tyler A Rick 
Biology 
Amy Jo Roesch 
Biochemistry 
Annah Marie Rueger 
Biochemistry 
Alexandra Mae Saner *t 
Chemistry 
Anthony Jared Schmitt 
Biology 
Laura Mae Sellner 
Geological Sciences 
Nicole A Shantz 
Chemistry 
Marc H Sizer 
Biology 
Min Kyung Sohn *t 
Chemistry 
Shawn Andrew Charles Stafld' 
Chemistry 
Jacob Jo Stiller 
Biology 
CourtneyJ Stone 
Biology 
Nicholas Elliot Swanson 
Biology 
Emmalee Amber Toldo *t 
Chemistry 
University Honors 
Nicole D Walker 
Biology 
B A C H E L O R O F S C I E N C E 
Blake J Abrahamson 
Biology 
Nicholas Anthony Altohelli 
Biology 
Amelia Ki Anderson 
Biology 
Eric Richard Bachelder 
Biology 
Katherine Iva Baird 
Cell & Molecular Biolog)' 
Meredith E Baker 
Cell & Molecular Biology 
Amanda M Bales 
Biology 
Bryan Herbert Balzuweit 
Statistics & Actuarial Science 
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Jaime B Barry 
Mathematics 
Philip Edward Bauer ***t 
Mathematics 
Statistics & Actuarial Science 
University Honors 
Tucker Belgum 
Environmental Science 
Jacob David Bentley 
Cell & Molecular Biology 
Amelia Mae Bergquist 
Ceil & Molecular Biology 
Jacob P Berwyn 
Ceil & Molecular Biology 
CoryJ Bielke 
Biology 
Max K Billings 
Statistics & Actuarial Science 
Taylor G Binder 
Mathematics 
Statistics & Actuarial Science 
Lindsay Amanda Bjorklund * 
Environmental Science 
Samantha R Blahnik *** 
Biology 
Jacob Blanshan 
Mathematics 
Statistics & Actuarial Science 
Eric Boggs 
Computer Science 
* Denotes eum laude 
** Denotes magna eum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Bethanie Ruth Borg Megan Lynn Englund * Nathan Paul Hardy Dalton M Johnson 
Cell & Molecular Biology Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology Computer Information Systems 
Brenda Marie Bosveld Zachary Erickson Dana Leigh Harren * Kaitlin Marie Johnson t 
Computer Science Statistics 8c Acmarial Science Cell 8c Molecular Biology Geological Sciences 
Sarah J Bradway Joshua Jon Erspamer University Honors Megan Marie Johnson 
Mathematics Physics Emily Harris Biology 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Benjamin Jacob Fazendin Biology Samuel G Johnson 
Kiah Emily Brasch Biology Crystal Rose Haskin Environmental Science 
Biology Maggie Lee Essary Ferguson Biology Tyler C Johnson ** 
Jacob Brask Biology Kaitlin Rose Hassing Statistics 8c Acmarial Science 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Brittany Rose Ferrari Biology Zachary Taylor Johnson 
Matthew M Bromaghim Chemistry Kerry Ann Hayes Biology 
Mathematics Joseph P Fischer Biology David Scot Johnston * 
Jayce Lee Brown Mathematics Christine G Hedstrom Biology 
Bioiogv Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Cell 8c Molecular Biology Michael Todd Joyce 
Katelynn Brown Molly Nicole Fitzgerald Jacob M Hei * Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Biology Bioiogv Biology Jenna Frances Joyer 
Spencer Mayo Brown Environmental Science Chaz Jay Heikkila *** Biology 
Statistics Sc Actuarial Science llexa Rae Elagstad * Cell 8c Molecular Biology Melissa Jean Just 
Joshua Daniel Bruhn ** Biology John S Heitkamp Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Benjamin Friedrich Fleck Computer Science Paul E Kamnikar 
Joseph Vance Burger ** Biology Jasmine Joy Helgeson *t Geological Sciences 
Ceil 8c Molecular Biology Jamie O Fowlkes Mathematics Solan Kano 
John Cameron Caldwell Chemistry Samuel Joseph Helland Computer Information Systems 
Ciiemistry HoUyJean Ereeberg Biology Rachmat C Kasmani 
Allison Catherin Campbell Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Troy A Hendrickson f Computer Information Systems 
Ceil 8c Molecular Biology Catherine P Frey Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Jamie Kalean Katzenmeyer ** 
Alex Tyler Carnes Mathematics Jesse R Hennen Biology 
Computer Information Systems Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Environmental Science Amanda Marie Kelly ** 
Phonsai M Chanhvongsak Gretchen Linna Gans * Melissa A Hill Statistics 8c Acmarial Science 
Computer Information Systems Mathematics Cell 8c Molecular Biology Timothy A Ketch 
Eric R Chaplin Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Chemistry Biology 
Computer Information Systems Corey Timothy Geehan t Sheila Jean Hinz Rachinna Soriya Khan 
Caitlin A Chartrand Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Statistics 8c Acmarial Science Biology 
Biology Amanda Kay Glomske Jordan Michael Hoeft Breana Kay King 
NicholasJ Cleary Mathematics Computer Information Systems Biology 
Biology Julie Ann Glowacki * Eric Edward Hoffman Alison Rebecca Kingsbury 
Bryon David Colby Biology Biology Biology 
Computer Science Andrew D Godeen Ryan Robert Hoium * Joseph A Kinney 
Eric Matthew Curto *** Environmental Science Cell 8c Molecular Biology Biology 
Ceil 8c Molecular Biology Emily M Goranson * Ashley Nicole Holm Jonathan Daniel Klein 
BrennanJ Dahl Geological Sciences Biology Computer Information Systems 
Biology Melissa M Green Joseph Eric Holm Emma Elizabeth Knops 
Ana M Damsgard f Biology Biology Biology 
Biochemistry Sc Molecular Biology Stephanie Ellen Greengo Daniel Lee Hopson Lonnie James Knutson 
Desiree A Davis Chemistry Computer Science Biology 
Mathematics Ryan Elliott Grewatz Benjamin Thomas Horn Jacob Earl Koike*! 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Computer Science Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Geological Sciences 
Tong Ding **t Ashton J Gronholz Meagan L Howard University Honors 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biology Biology Heidi Marie Koopman 
Chemistry Matt James Grotte t Megan Ehzabeth Huewe Mathematics 
Brianne L Dingmann * Geological Sciences Biology Amber F Koslucher * 
Biology Zachary Gerald Gunderson * Dylan Andrew Ingeman Mathematics 
University Honors Mathematics Biology Statistics 8c Acmarial Science 
Timothy E Duch Statistics 8c Acmarial Science Justen Ingvalson Matt R Krouse 
Computer Science Michael James Haasch Chemistry Statistics 8c Acmarial Science 
John Douglas Earl Biology Jedediah Nicholas Jansen Robert Norman Kryzer 
Mathematics KyleEHaglund Biology Geological Sciences 
Stephen Baron Eder Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Ahhijeetjha Courtney Lee Kncza 
Environmental Science Samantha R Hall Computer Science Biology 
Brandon Ray Edlund **t Mathematics Abhinavjha 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Michael D Hailing Computer Science 
Justin N Ehlenfeldt Statistics 8c Acmarial Science Sooji Katie Jo * Denotes cum laude 
Biology Peter Oliver Hammer Biology ** Denotes magna cum laude 
BennetAEklund Mathematics Luke Antoine Johansen * 
Biology Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Computer Science *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Elizabeth Claire Ender Daniel Steven Hammond Statistics 8c Acmarial Science t Denotes departmental honors 
Biomedical Sciences Computer Science Brandon T Johnson *** 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
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Kaitlin Marie Kucza Scott D McCollam 
Biology Biology 
KeUy Ann Laura Kuklok Dylan Thomas McGuire 
Environmental Science Computer Science 
Jonathan James Kummer Bryniel Anders Mclntyre 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Computer Science 
Sean William Kunzer Kelly Scott McKinnon *** 
Biology Biology 
Lindsy Marie LaBeaux Diane Katherine McManman 
Biology Biology 
Jack G Ladwig Leland M McMillen 
Computer Science Chemistry 
Alexie Larson EorestCMead* 
Biology Computer Science 
Kendra BL Larson Kelsey Lee Melgaard 
Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Kristina Lynn Larson **t Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Biochemistry 8c MoleciJar Biology Joanna Menchaca 
University Honors Biology 
Rob S Lasch Andrew Jon Mestad 
Mathematics Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science ShayTMieczkowski*** 
Amanda D Lecy Biology 
Biology Brittney Miilu 
Chaeyoung Lee Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Biology Michelle Charlene Mohr 
Chee Nou Lee Environmental Science 
Computer Science Christopher Michael Molloy 
Saenal Lee Biology 
Mathematics Kevin Michael Moris 
Sungkook Lee Biology 
Mathematics Dante Gabriel Moroni 
Rochelle Jeweline Marie Lentz * Biology 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Kham Moua 
Carl Robert Liebe* Biology 
Biology Adam Muilenburg 
Jake R Lindall Biology 
Biology Alissa Paige Munger 
Hannah G Logeais Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Biology Ashley D Murrell 
Monica Rose Lorentz ** Mathematics 
Biology Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Ethan Todd Lovdahl Max Wallace Napolitano 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Zhiren Lu Jeremy Jon Nelson 
Computer Science Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Adam James Lundeen Kristina Kaye Nelson 
Computer Science Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Elizabeth Ann Lutterman Nikki E Neumann 
Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
JingLv*"t Brooke A Neuroth 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Biology 
Phyo Myat Phyu Ma * University Honors 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Nicholas R Neville 
Erin Jean Machacek Computer Science 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Vanick Ng 
Jari Yrjanainen Mackie Computer Information Systems 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Steven C Niska 
Jordan D Maiers " ' t Mathematics 
Applied Physics Luke J Nomeland 
Mathematics Computer Science 
Katchen M Malecha Gabriella Rose Rains Non 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biology 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Jessica Ann Nordberg 
Alyssa Amelia Marlatt Biology 
Computer Information Systems Travis Bradley Nordhus 
Charles Victorino McCahery Environmental Science 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology David Anthony Norman 
Mathematics 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Chelsea L Novak Ashley Kay Reese 
Biology Biology 
Megan Rose Novotny Joseph Henry Reichert 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Mathematics 
University Honors Morgan R Reno '* 
Susan N Nyaanga Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Biology University Honors 
Loice Magoma Nyambati Hannah Marie Rhoda 
Biology Chemistry 
Melissa A Nyberg Lara Sanford Richardson 
Mathematics Biology 
Elizabeth Nykiel Jacob Alexander Ricks 
CeU 8c Molecular Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Hannah Faith Nylander-Asplin DerekTRode 
Biology Geological Sciences 
Andrew Turk Olufson Amy Jo Roesch 
Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Lauren Leigh Ostlund Nicholas Robert Rogers 
Biology Geological Sciences 
Kate Jocelyn Pattison Zachary David Roggow t 
Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Andrew Mark Pattock *** April Diane Rollins 
Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Rachel Agnes Paulson Conor Terrance Ronayne t 
Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Bryant C Pearson Anthony Bernard Rossini 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Mathematics 
Kyle J Pearson Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Biology Lauren Elizabeth Rosso 
Nicholas C Pedersen Biology 
Biology Daniel William Rothe 
Thomas James Peltier Biology 
Biology Annah Marie Rueger 
Kameron Rene Perkins Biology 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology William John Rutford 
Eric Micheal Peters Computer Science 
Mathematics Hannah Elizabeth Rutten * 
Seth Daniel Peters Biology 
Computer Science Danielle Elara Sackett 
Adam D Peterson *** Environmental Science 
Computer Science Logan M Sales 
Aren J Peterson Computer Science 
Chemistry Christopher Richard Salveson 
Jenna Marie Peterson *** Physics 
CeU 8c Molecular Biology Ethan John Samuelson 
University Honors Mathematics 
Jordan P Peterson Melissa M Sandahl ** 
Chemistry Mathematics 
William Phomtalikhith Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Nicole Elyse Sanger 
Logan Daniel Pirkl t Biology 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Bryan Karl Sather 
Chemistry Chemistry 
Paige Lexus Pluemer Alexandra Mae Saner *t 
Chemistry Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Vlad loan Popescu *t Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Cassandra Marie Savolt 
Chemistry Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Edward Lloyd Potter Andrew Richard Schaar 
Biology Computer Science 
Megan Elaine Powell 
Biology 
Patrick DQuiUen 't * Denotes cum laude 
Geological Sciences 
Alexandra Raak ** Denotes magna cum Jaude 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Andrew Steven Rauschenfels t Denotes departmental honors 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
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Jordan Lee Schnaidt 
Computer Science 
Timothy Ross Schoenheider ** 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Charles John Schueller 
Cell & Molecular Biology 
Lauren E Scott t 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Nicole A Shantz 
Biochemistrv 8c Molecular Biology 
Charles J Sieberg"! 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Kendra Elizabeth Sieger 
Mathematics 
Emma Linnea Sieling 
Biomedical Sciences 
University Honors 
Stephanie Jean Sikkink ** 
Biology 
Richard Bradley Skibsted t 
Environmental Science 
Andrea L Smith 
Bioiogv 
Min Kyung Sohn *t 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Adam John Summers 
Bioiogv 
Nicholas Spano t 
Geological Sciences 
Jonathan A Staker 
Bioiogv 
Scott Michael Stapf 
Physics 
Katelyn J Starkey 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 
Tyler John Stevens t 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Danielle Kristen Stewart *t 
Mathematics 
Autumn Elizabeth Stivers-Biseuso 
Biology 
Geological Sciences 
Cassidy Joy Stolzman 
Biology 
Jay K Stoneburner 
Computer Science 
James Steven Strasburg 
Chemistrv 
Danielle Laura Sullivan 
Bioktgy 
Kelly Maureen Sullivan 
Biology 
Adam B Swinney ** 
Mathematics 
Anthony Joseph Sylvester 
Chemistry 
BrittniePTatsak 
Biochemistry Sc Molecular Biology 
Kelly Michelle Tauer 
Chemistry 
Alexandra E Taylor ** 
Computer Science 
Rebecca Lynn Teigen 
Bioiogv 
John Matthew Telega 
Computer Information Systems 
Tigist Ehiso Temo 
Cell Sc Molecular Biology 
Jacqueline Thaemert * 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Chang Thao 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
See Thao 
Biology 
lan Daniel Boyle Theis 
Statistics 8c Acmarial Science 
Heather Marie Thornberg 
Biology 
Dakota Ryan Tidd 
Chemistry 
Steven James Timblin 
Biology 
Evan MTimmerman 
Biology 
Emmalee AmberToldo *t 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
University Honors 
Nolan Jared Van Damme ** 
Biomedical Sciences 
CodyAVander Ziel 
Biology 
Logan J Van Hon 
Biologt' 
Marie V Vestal 
Chemistry 
KyleVezina 
Mathematics 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Ashley Nicole Void 
Biology 
Caleb RVolkert 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Melissa Beth Vosberg ** 
Computer Science 
Brianna K Wadsen 
Mathematics 
Casey C Walters 
Biology 
Zichao Wang **t 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Matthew D Weber 
Mathematics 
Alex M Weekerly 
Cell Sc Molecular Biology 
Kevin Raymond Webber 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Kara Marie Werner 
Biology 
Patricia Kay Westergren 
Chemistry 
Peter James Wilkins 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Dexter John Wilson 
Biology 
Carly Wittlief 
Mathematics 
Andrew James Wizik 
Biology 
Mark David WulfT 
Biology 
Paul Jordan Yager *t 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Chemistry 
Kate Elizabeth Yarke 
Mathematics 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Michael James Young 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
B A C H E L O R O F 
S C I E N C E C H E M I C A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
Carl Christopher Aanestad 
Chemical Engineering 
Tearlach-Soranosuke Cleit Anderson 
Chemical Engineering 
Ehsun Angadjivand 
Chemical Engineering 
Michael William Baumann 
Chemical Engineering 
Nicole Marie Bolea 
Chemical Engineering 
Dylan Thomas C Brandell 
Chemical Engineering 
Caleb D Bruemmer 
Chemical Engineering 
Jordan Patrick Butera 
Chemical Engineering 
Shane B Campbell 
Chemical Engineering 
Emily Joy Campion * 
Chemical Engineering 
University Honors 
Brandon M Cree 
Chemical Engineering 
Ryan D Eberhardt 
Chemical Engineering 
Alex John Fisher **t 
Chemical Engineering 
Zachary W Fredericks 
Chemical Engineering 
Feng Gao *t 
Chemical Engineering 
Joseph Glaser *t 
Chemical Engineering 
Matthew Allen Kleinhaus 
Chemical Engineering 
TylerJ Klingfus ***t 
Chemical Engineering 
Loren William Robert Kosloske 
Chemical Engineering 
Christopher B Lofgren *t 
Chemical Engineering 
Benjamin Joseph Margotta 
Chemical Engineering 
Jessica M Morris 
Chemical Engineering 
Sarah Rose Mulville 
Chemical Engineering 
Meredith Rose Olson t 
Chemical Engineering 
Allison Marie Pannek **t 
Chemical Engineering 
Andrew Paulsen **t 
Chemical Engineering 
Brandon Pflipsen 
Chemical Engineering 
Kathleen Ashley Severson 
Chemical Engineering 
Cody Jon Shaffer 
Chemical Engineering 
Adam John Spence 
Chemical Engineering 
Robert James Spreitzer 
Chemical Engineering 
RyanJTelander**! 
Chemical Engineering 
Dakota Ryan Tidd 
Chemical Engineering 
Benjamin David Voight 
Chemical Engineering 
Thomas WRWeinert 
Chemical Engineering 
Carlos Manuel Wolle 
Chemical Engineering 
B A C H E L O R O F S C I E N C E 
C I V I L E N G I N E E R I N G 
Andrew Patrick Aarons 
Civil Engineering 
Miranda Susanne Anderson t 
Civil Engineering 
Ryan Alexander Armstrong 
Civil Engineering 
Ross Harvey Baker 
Civil Engineering 
Jeremy L Baltes t 
Civil Engineering 
Adam D Beissel 
Civil Engineering 
Stafford P Carlson 
Civil Engineering 
David N Coe 
Civil Engineering 
Brent Thomas Crandell 
Civil Engineering 
Thomas Curry 
Civil Engineering 
Peter Martin Demshar 
Civil Engineering 
Alexandra Rae Dickhaus 
Civil Engineering 
Maxwell James Engen 
Civil Engineering 
Matthew Robert Lull *t 
Civil Engineering 
Adam Garfield 
Civil Engineering 
Andrew Giesen 
Civil Engineering 
Mario Maxamillian Gilland 
Civil Engineering 
Alexander Grenell 
Civil Engineering 
Paul Joaquin Gysland 
Civil Engineering 
Benjamin Harrison Hayes 
Civil Engineering 
Chelsea M Hoplin t 
Civil Engineering 
DustinJJames 
Civil Engineering 
* Denotes cum laude 
•* Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Matthew Steven Jansen t 
Civil Engineering 
Ian James Johnson 
Civil Engineering 
Jacob Jorgenson 
Civil Engineering 
Ashton A Kogel 
Civil Engineering 
Robert A Learmont 
Civil Engineering 
YerLee 
Civil Engineering 
Nicholas D Maki 
Civil Engineering 
Kevin Andrew Manzke 
Civil Engineering 
KeUenMMcCoshent 
Civil Engineering 
Aaron Thomas Mika t 
Civil Engineering 
Denis Mikulic t 
Civil Engineering 
Alain Moll 
Civil Engineering 
Gage Richard Morgan t 
Civil Engineering 
Chad Alan Mozol 
Civil Engineering 
Heidi C Olson 
Civil Engineering 
Randy S Paul*! 
Civil Engineering 
Nicholas Jay Pitsch 
Civil Engineering 
David Robert Poison t 
Civil Engineering 
Trenton Thomas Prigge 
Civil Engineering 
Ashley M Roup 
Civil Engineering 
Austin J Selvick t 
Civil Engineering 
Dexter T Silvers 
Civil Engineering 
Neal Turner Smith ***t 
Civil Engineering 
Jalen William Stay 
Civil Engineering 
MichaelTSwartz*! 
Civil Engineering 
University Honors 
MatthewJ Talcott 
Civil Engineering 
Edward Douglas Taylor 
Civil Engineering 
Kevin LeeThies 
Civil Engineering 
Phillip Robert Vigen 
Civil Engineering 
Steven James VoUhaber 
Civil Engineering 
Jacob LWarkel 
Civij Engineering 
Edward David Welch 
Civil Engineering 
Cheng Xiong 
Civil Engineering 
Joshua DYunker"! 
Civil Engineering 
Evan A Zik 
Civil Engineering 
B A C H E L O R O F 
S C I E N C E E L E C T R I C A L 
& C O M P U T E R 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
Daniel John Bernard 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Aaron Dale Buehler 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Eric John Canniff 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Blake Andrew Carlson 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Sean M Davey 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Steven Fredy Donoso 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Matthew R Engel 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Aaron John Frahm 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Vinson Gee 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Matthew Lyndon Koloski 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Timothy Robert Kosanke 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Brian M LaPine 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Joshua K MacDonald 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Alexander Pahl *t 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Brett R Skarda 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
MatthewJ Stoddard 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Benjamen Tyler Strobel 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Jason Scott Vanderlinde t 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Sin ChingYuen 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
B A C H E L O R O F 
S C I E N C E E L E C T R I C A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
Henok Araya 
Electrical Engineering 
Yaroslaw Bagriy 
Electrical Engineering 
Therence Ndoh Chi 
Electrical Engineering 
Michael Grew 
Electrical Engineering 
Matthew Charles Haan 
Electrical Engineering 
Jared James Hansen 
Electrical Engineering 
Cody N Johnson 
Electrical Engineering 
Colin Anthony Lesnar 
Electrical Engineering 
John A Link t 
Electrical Engineering 
Zachary R Mjones 
Electrical Engineering 
CodyANascene 
Electrical Engineering 
Devon A Nelson 
Electrical Engineering 
Benjamin Fivehouse Niemann 
Electrical Engineering 
Tyler P Roschen t 
Electrical Fingineering 
Aaron Matthew Schiller 
Electrical Engineering 
RobDToland 
Electrical Engineering 
Jacob L Walker 
Electrical Engineering 
Zachary Thomas Whitney 
Electrical Engineering 
B A C H E L O R O F 
S C I E N C E I N D U S T R I A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
Alexander Steven Baeumler 
Industrial Engineering 
Daniel Charles Blomquist *t 
Industrial Engineering 
Danielle NDeMorett't 
Industrial Engineering 
Cameron Quentin Dooley 
Industrial Engineering 
NicholasJ Gerdes 
Industrial Engineering 
MatthewJ Gingery t 
Industrial Engineering 
Geoffrey RNooker 
Industrial Engineering 
Janelle Alison Ross t 
Industrial Engineering 
Kyle Robert Schroert 
Industrial Engineering 
Matthew Stahlke 
Industrial Engineering 
_ Zachariah Arthur Teitelbaum 
Industrial Engineering 
B A C H E L O R O F S C I E N C E 
- M E C H A N I C A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
Michael James Aylward 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jordan Alexander Balmer 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brandon James Barr t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Justin Beckman 
Mechanical Engineering 
Eric Thomas Beltz ***t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jeffrey Loren Black 
Mechanical Engineering 
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Garrett M Cardinal 
Mechanical Engineering 
Anthony Stephen Curren t 
Mechanical Engineering 
CaUn Ray Davidson 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jay Estabrooks 
Mechanical Engineering 
Gemechu R Geleta 
Mechanical Engineering 
Semon Mulusew Getahun 
Mechanical Engineering 
MatthewJ Gingery t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Laura K Goossen 
Mechanical Engineering 
Codyjames Gustafson t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Daniel 1 Hafstad 
Mechanical Engineering 
Megan Marie Halver 
Mechanical Engineering 
Nicholas Mitchell Hansen 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brian Algot Hanson t 
Meclianieal Engineering 
Matthew T Hanson *'*t 
Mechanical Engineering 
David Marshall Hughes 
Mechanical Engineering 
RyanSHutart 
Mechanical Engineering 
JordanTJacobs + 
Mechanical Engineering 
Karl Joseph Kakuk 
Mechanical Engineering 
William C Kessler t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Sunjung Kim 
Mechanical Engineering 
Stanislav V Kozov 
Mechanical Engineering 
Joseph T Kvam f 
Alechanicai Engineering 
Kyle R Levanen 
Mechanical Engineering 
Benjamin Richard Logan 
Mechanical Engineering 
Samuel Henry Lutzke 
Mechanical Engineering 
Emily Louise Narlock 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jacob Jon Pearson 
Mechanical Engineering 
Graham Lyons Prest-Berg 
Mechanical Engineering 
Blair S Raisanen *'t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Nicholas Lathe Rorem 
Mechanical Engineering 
* Denotes euni laude 
** Denotes magna eum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honttrs 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Janelle Alison Ross f 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brandon Mark Salaba 
Mechanical Engineering 
Ida Louise Schneck*t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kyle Robert Schroer t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Paul William Senne 
Mechanical Engineering 
Stephen D Shaver 
Mechanical Engineering 
Levi Scott Shrake 
Mechanical Engineering 
Matthew Joseph Sienko **t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jackson D Sonterre 
Mechanical Engineering 
Frank Joseph Stenzel 
Mechanical Engineering 
Eric Richard Sterna 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brian PTallman **t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jonathon R Taylor 
Mechanical Engineering 
Zachariah Arthur Teitelbaum 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jacob James Ulvi 
Mechanical Engineering 
VadimVechirkoH 
Mechanical Engineering 
Cheng Chua Vue 
Mechanical Engineering 
Benjamin J Wagener t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Michael Anthony Ward t 
Mechanical Engineering 
Trevor LWelk 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brent Kimball Whiting 
Mechanical Engineering 
Rhett Thomas Williamson f 
Mechanical Engineering 
Jackie H Yip 
Mechanical Engineering 
Licheng Zhu 
Mechanical Engineering 
* Denotes cum laude 
•* Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS 
Ryan Goei, Associate 
Professor of Communication, 
University Honors Director 
U N I V E R S I T Y H O N O R S 
Committed to the liberal arts mission 
of UMD, University Honors provides 
some of our most motivated students 
the opportunity to push themselves 
academically and personally. University 
Honors students graduate by achieving 
the highest academic standards and 
by engaging deeply in a broad array of 
honors-level academic courses, cultural 
and leadership experiences, research 
and creative expression projects and 
meaningful work within the Duluth 
community. University Honors students 
commit hundreds of hours of work to 
expand their educational experience. 
KATHERINE E AXFORD *** t 
Psychology, University Honors 
PHILIP EDWARD BAUER *** t 
Mathematics, University Honors 
Statistics &. Actuarial Science, 
University Honors 
EMILY JOY CAMPION 
Chemistry, University Honors * 
Chemical Engineering, University Honors * 
BRIANNE L DINGMANN * 
Biology, University Honors 
KJERSTI M FRIED 
Teaching Mathematics, University Honors 
GABRIELA LU GERKEN * 
Criminology, University Honors 
International Studies, University Honors 
NICOLE ELYSE GRIMM 
Accounting, University Honors 
HOLLY ALFINE GRISSMAN 
Communication, University Honors 
RACHEL HALGREN *** 
Psychology, University Honors 
SIRI M EIARKINS * 
Music, University Honors 
DANA LEIGH HARREN * 
Cell & Moiecular Biology, 
University Honors 
STEPLLLNIE MARIE HINRICHS 
Integrated Elementary & Special Education, 
University Honors 
KiRAjotlANSON 
Integrated Elementary & Special Education, 
University Honors 
JACOB EARL KOLKE * t 
Geological Sciences, University Honors 
KRISTINA LYNN LARSON 
Chemistry, University Honors ** t 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, 
University Honors **t 
JENNIFER E LINDELL 
Finance, University Honors 
JILL C LUNDEEN *" t 
Integrated Elementary & Special Education, 
University Honors 
SAMANTHA RAE MUNDY ** 
Sociology, University Honors 
BROOKE A NEUROTH 
Biology, University Honors 
MEGAN ROSE NOVOTNY 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
BRYCE C OLSON 
Teaching Mathematics, 
University Honors 
ANDER R PETERSON * t 
Jazz Studies, University Honors 
JENNA MARIE PETERSON *** 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
SAMANTHAJ PETERSON 
Criminology, University Honors * 
Psychology, University Honors t 
EMILY M PURVIS™! 
Psychology, University Honors 
MORGAN R RENO " 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
ALYSSA R SCHULTZ * * ! 
Psychology, University Honors 
GRAEME E SHIELDS * * ! 
Theory 8c Composition, 
University Honors 
EMMA LINNFJI SIELING 
Biomedical Sciences, University Honors 
MICHAEL T SWARTZ * ! 
Civil Engineering, University Honors 
EMMALEE AMBER TOLDO * ! 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
KELSEY MARGARET VIGOREN *! 
Healthcare Management, University Honors 
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSION 
Lt Col Karl C. Fischbach, 
Professor of Aerospace Studies 
C O M M I S S I O N AS S E C O N D 
L I E U T E N A N T U N I T E D STATES 
A I R F O R C E 
The following students have met all 
objectives and requirements of the 
University of Minnesota Duiuth's 
Air Force Reserve Officer Training 
Corps (ROTC) program and wiii be 
commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants in the 
United States Air Force immediately 
following commencement. The Air Force 
ROTC program is a four-year leadership 
development and training program and 
is the primary commissioning source for 
the US Air Force. 
JUSTIN DANIEL CANNON 
Psychology 
Commission: Logistics Officer 
Ramstein AFB Germany 
BENJAMIN HARRISON HAYES 
Civil Engineering 
Commission: Nuclear 8c Missile Operations Officer 
Vandenberg AFB CA 
MITCHELL LYLE JENSEN * 
Criminology 
Commission: Security Forces Officer 
Minor AFB ND 
LAUREN ROSE OHLGREN 
Health Care Management 
Commission: Nuclear 8c Missile Operations Officer 
Vandenberg AFB CA 
MARK STEVEN PALYOK 
Finance 
Commission: Pilot Training Officer 
Laughlin A F B . T X 
PAIGE LEXUS PLUEMER 
Chemistry 
Commission: Acquisitions Management Officer 
Kirtland AFB NM 
KELSEY ROSE REED * 
Criminology 
Commission: Intelligence Officer 
Goodfellow AFB T X 
CASEY CHARLES WALTERS 
Biology 
Commission: Pilot Training Officer 
Sheppard AFB T X 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*' Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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COMMENCEMENT OFFICIALS 
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y M A R S H A L S 
A tradition since the early years of the University of 
Minnesota Duluth, the University Marshals are faculty who 
volunteet to help make graduation ceremonies a memorable 
and enjoyable experience for all students, faculty and guests 
in attendance. 
PRAVEEN AGGARWAL, Associate Dean, Professor, Marketing 
STEVE BARDOLPH, Associate Professor, Art & Design 
STANLEY BURNS, Professor, Electrical Engineering 
EMMANUEL ENEMUGH, Associate Professor, Mechanical & 
Industrial Engineering 
LYNN HEGRENES, Administrative Director, College of Education & 
Human Service Professions 
DAVID MCCARTHY, Professor, Education 
JOYCE STRAND, Associate Professor, Education 
SEAN WALSH, Associate Professor, Philosophy 
JuNHUA WANG, Assistant Professor, Finance & Management 
Information Sciences 
NICOLE WILDE, Instructor, Marketing 
ROCHELLE ZUCK, Assistant Professor, English 
COLLEGIATE UNIT BANNER CARRIERS 
LABOVITZ SCHOOL O F BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
GEOFF BELL, Associate Professor, Management Studies 
SWENSON C O L L E G E O F SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
DONALD FOE, Professor, Chemistry and Biochemistry 
C O L L E G E O F EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONS 
MEIANIE SHEPARD, Professor, Social Work 
C O L L E G E O F LIBERAL ARTS 
DANIEL MARTIN, Associate Professor, Sociology & Anthropology 
SCHOOL O F F I N E ARTS 
REBECCA KATZ HARWOOD, Associate Professor, Theatre 
MACE BEARER 
SHANNON DRYSDALE WALSH, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Shannon Drysdale Walsh was awarded 
a McKnight Land-Grant Professorship 
for 2014-2016 by the University of 
Minnesota. The major purpose of the 
McKnight Land-Grant Professorship 
program is to strengthen the University's 
faculty for the future. The program is 
designed to advance the careers of the 
most promising junior faculty members 
who are at the beginning stages of 
their professional careers and who 
have the potential to make significant 
contributions to their departments and 
to their scholarly fields. 
She holds a B.A. from the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hi l l and an M.A. and Ph.D. from the University 
of Notre Dame. Her primary field of research explains the 
development and variation in practices within specialized 
justice system institutions that address violence against 
women in Latin America. She also produces scholarship on 
the impacts of women's representation, explaining patterns of 
crime and victimization in Latin America and sex trafficking 
in the United States. Her teaching and research interests 
include comparative politics, Latin American Politics, women 
and politics and violence against women. She is engaged in 
service at the international level through the Bisan Solidarity 
Project, which works on issues of development and women's 
rights in rural Guatemala and at the local level on the Duluth 
Trafficking Task Force. 
MACE BEARER 
ANGELA SHARP, INSTRUCTOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
Honored with the Chanceiior's Award 
for Excellence in Teaching (page 4). 
READERS 
DR. LISA ERWIN, Vice Chancellor for Student Life A Dean of Students 
CORBIN SMYTH, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Life 
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ACADEMIC A T T I R E 
T H E G O W N : The flowing gown comes from the 12th century, 
evolving from the dress of medieval guilds and the early religious 
orders. Today it is a symbol of democracy of scholarship. It is 
black for aii degrees with standard sleeves for the bachelor's 
degree recipient, long, closed sleeves for the master's and standard 
or round fuU sleeves for the doctoral degree. For the doctoral 
degree, the front face of the gown has velvet panels and has three 
chevron bars of velvet across the sleeves in black or in the color 
distinctive of the faculty's discipline. 
T H E CAP : The black academic cap is a sign of freedom of 
scholarship and independence worn by aii bachelor's and master's 
graduates. The term "mortar-board" is derived from the similar, 
four-sided mortar-board used by masons. A clue as to why 
Oxford faculty members chose the square cap is found in the 
1564 poem. "Tis square like scholars and their books: The rest 
are round, but this is square to show that they more stable are." 
Doctoral graduates may wear a velvet tam. 
T H E TASSEL : Colors represent the academic discipline in each 
U M D school or college: 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
- drab (subdued orange) or copper 
College of Education & Human Services Professions 
- light blue, grey, gold, citron (yellow-green) or sage 
School of Fine Arts 
- brown, pink or white 
College of Liberal Arts 
- citron (yellow-green), gold, peacock (blue-green), purple or white 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
- gold or orange 
Master's and Doctorates 
- black 
T H E H O O D : Hoods indicate master's and doctoral degrees. The 
front colored band indicates the academic discipline, while the 
lining of the hood has a maroon chevron on a gold background to 
represent the University of Minnesota colors. University faculty 
members who hold a degree from another college or university 
wear the colors of their own school. The doctoral hood is longer 
than the master's and has a wider velvet band. 
CEREMONIAL OBJECTS 
T H E M A C E is carried by the faculty member leading the academic 
procession. It symbolizes leadership and authority. Use of a mace 
dates back to the 12th century when it was carried by kings' 
bodyguards. 
Even in more modern times, the mace has maintained some of its 
ancient function of keeping order. The doorkeeper of the House 
of Representatives has a mace for use in formal House activities. 
The mace carried in UMD's commencement procession has a 
glass sphere topped by the North Star; a symbol of the state of 
Minnesota. It also has a seal of the University set in the handle. 
T H E SEAL was adopted by the Board of Regents in 1939 as the 
corporate seal of the University of Minnesota. The Latin motto. 
Omnibus artihus commune vinculum, means "a common bond for 
all the arts." The lamp represents the metaphysical sciences, the 
telescope the physical sciences, the plow the industrial arts and 
the palette and brushes the flue arts. 
T H E UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA F L A G depicts the Seal of the 
Regents of the University of Minnesota. 
STUDENT HONOR MEDALLIONS 
H O N O R MEDALLIONS are worn by candidates for the bachelor's degree who are in the top 15% of the graduating class within their school 
or college. 
T O P 3 % (SUMMA C U M LAUDE) T O P 5 % (MAGNA C U M LAUDE) T O P 7 % ( C U M LAUDE) 
For the purpose of the commencement program, honors are based upon the U M D grade point average at the end of the previously 
completed term. Honors wiii be conferred as indicated on those listed and others who meet final graduation requirements. 
HONOR CORDS & STOLES 
B E T A GAMMA SIGMA - International Honor Society; blue and 
gold cords 
• O M I C R O N D E L T A EPSILON - International Honor Society; 
blue and gold cords 
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT - white, baby 
blue and dark blue cords 
T A U B E T A P I - National Engineering Honor Society; White 
stole with an orange "bent" on the front, the symbol of the 
society 
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NON-ACADEMIC RECOCNITION 
M U L T I C U L T U R A L SYMBOLS 
• American Indian students graduating today may 
wear any of several pieces of traditional American 
Indian regalia including an eagle feather, which is 
considered sacred and represents honesty, truth, 
courage and wisdom; headwork representing 
their tribal, clan or individual cultural designs; or 
traditional clothing and regalia. Some may wear 
a yellow, black, white and red sash that represents 
many things including, hut not limited to: the 
four races, four directions, four stages of life, four 
seasons and the four sacred plants. 
As part of their cultural heritage, some graduates 
may be wearing woven cloths with patterns and 
design, such as a Kente Cloth, representing their 
ethnicity or customs. 
International students wear a stole with multiple 
colors. The stole has a black background, red, gold 
& green stripes, and letters and symbols in gold. 
The Ashanti Stole symbol represents royalty, the 
diamond (neck area) represents wealth and riches 
and the key represents the key of success. "Class of 
2014" is woven on both sides. 
FOND DU LAC RESERVATION M A - I I N - G A N SINGERS 
Drummers and singers from the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa will perform an honor song 
featuring a traditional Ojibwe drum from the Fond du Lac Band. The singers are led by Mike Munnel, UMD's 
first American Indian studies graduate. The group performs at dozens of events in the upper Midwest each year 
and is often featured at U M D events. This drum is one of the first in Minnesota to welcome women singers 
to sing behind the male singers at the drum. This honor song offers sincere thanks and acknowledgment of 
accomplishments. 
U M D SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE 
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble is a select unit of approximately 50 music and non-music majors and is one of the 
premier ensembles in the U M D Department of Music. The ensemble regularly performs new compositions for the 
wind band medium and programs the most outstanding literature currently available. The group tours frequently 
and has appeared at the Minnesota Music Educators Association Conference and the College Band Directors 
National Association National Conference. Besides taking regional tours, the Symphonic Wind Ensemble has 
also toured internationally in Brazil. Recent guest conductors and clinicians have included: Frank Ticheli, Eric 
Whitacre, David Gillingham, John Mackey and Dario Sotelo. 
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ANTHEMS 
* T H E NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Oh, say can you see, hy the dawn's early light. 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming. 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thru'the perilous fight. 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air. 
Gave proof thru' the night that our flag was still there. 
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
HAIL! MINNESOTA 
Minnesota, Hail to thee! 
Hail to thee, our College dear! 
Thy light shall ever be 
A beacon bright and clear; 
Thy sons and daughters true 
Wi l l proclaim thee near and far; 
They will guard thy fame 
And adore thy name; 
Thou shalt be their Northern Star. 
Like the stream that bends to sea. 
Like the pine that seeks the blue! 
Minnesota, still for thee 
Sons and daughters strong and true; 
From thy woods and waters fair 
From thy prairies waving far. 
At thy call they throng 
With their shout and song. 
Hailing thee their Northern Star. 
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OUR MISSION: 
l l ie University of Minnesota Duluth integrates liberal education, research, creative activity, 
and public engagement and prepares students to thrive as lifelong learners and globally 
engaged citizens. 
SPECIAL NOTICES: 
A professional photographer from Gradlrnagcs will photograph each student during commencement. 
Following commencement, Gradlrnagcs (www.gradimages.com) will send proofs and ordering information 
to students via standard mail and/or email. 
Uie awarding of degrees and academic distinctions listed in this program is contingent upon successful 
completion of the various requirements. 
The University of Minnesota shall provide ecjual access to and opportunity in its programs, facilities, 
and employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, age, marital status, 
disability, public assistance status, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression. 
Those who can, learn by doing. 
Those who can, respect those who came before. :±, 
Those who can, seek knowledge from their elders. 
Those who can, find lessons in the trees. 
Those who can, see possibilities in problems. 
Those who can, turn dreams into bridges. 
Those who can, embrace the elements. -
Those who can, dig deep for answers. 
Those who can, get their hands dirty. 
Those who can, give back. c : ' 
U M D 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA DULUTH 
Driven to DIseovor 
U M D GRADUATES: PEOPLE CONNECTING OUR WORLD 
• • • 
Australia 1 Nepal 
Bangladesh 2 Nigeria 
Canada 9 Norway 
China 32 Pakistan 
Cameroon 1 Peru 
Czech Republic 1 Poland 
Ethiopia 5 Republic of Moldo 
France 1 Russia 
India 12 South Africa 
Iran Swaziland 
Kenya Tunisia 
Korea 14 United Kingdom 
Malaysia United States 
Mexico Vietnam 
Myanmar 
2 
2,242 
2 
UNITED STATES 
^ ^ ^ ^ Alabama 1 Massachusetts 2 Pennsylvania 1 
^^^^^y Alaska 2 Michigan 4 South Dakota 5 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L Arizona 2 Minnesota 1993 Tennessee 1 
Arkansas 1 Nebraska 1 Texas 3 
California 2 Nevada 2 Utah 1 
Florida 2 New York 1 Washington 3 
Georgia 2 North Dakota 8 Wisconsin 192 
Idaho 1 Ohio 1 Wyoming 2 
Illinois 4 Oklahoma 1 Armed Forces 1 
Iowa 2 Oregon 
MINNESOTA COUNTIES 
Aitkin 7 Dakota 155 Lac Qui Parle 
Anoka 150 Dodge 7 Lake 
Becker 12 Douglas 13 Lake Of The Wo 
Beltrami 15 Faribault 4 Le Sueur 
Benton 6 FiUmore 2 Lincoln 
Blue Earth 8 Freeborn 4 Lyon 
Brown 5 Goodhue 15 Marshall 
Carlton 44 Hennepin 282 Martin 
Carver 34 Houston 1 McLeod 
Cass 8 Hubbard 6 Meeker 
Chippewa 2 Isanti 17 Miiie Lacs 
Chisago 29 Itasca 33 Morrison 
Clay 1 Jackson 2 Mower 
Cook 5 Kanabec 5 Murray 
Cottonwood 3 Kandiyohi 7 Nicollet 
Crow Wing 35 Koochiching 9 Norman 
1 Olmsted 45 Stearns 35 
6 Otter Tail 5 Steele 11 
1 Pennington 1 Stevens 2 
9 Pine- 17 Swift 1 
1 Polk 9 Todd 2 
2 Pope 4 Wabasha 5 
1 Ramsey 119 Wadena 5 
2 Renville 2 Waseca 2 
14 Redwood 2 Washington 102 
5 Rice 17 Wilkin 1 
8 Rock 1 Winona 14 
5 Roseau 3 Wright 29 
9 Saint Louis 472 Yellow Medicine 1 
1 Scott 43 
5 Sherburne 30 
1 Sibley 3 
Ready or Not by Amanda Krai 
2014 UMD graduate, School of Fine Arts, 
Studio Art and Photography Minor 
"Water droplet reflections remind me of our graduates who have taken much in and will 
soon be out In the world reflecting that and so many other new experiences." 
- perspective by UMD Professor Gloria DeFlllpps Brush 
Ttie University of Minnesota Dulutfi is proud to recognize tfie accomplisfiments of oui] 
graduates and join ttiem in tfianking every family member, friend and loved one wtio fia^ 
supported their learning, creative endeavors, research, growth and dreams. Together we havd 
collaborated to achieve goals and together we have moved our community toward soclall 
justice, equality and respect for all. The spirit of possibility that starts anew today affirms ouri 
belief that the people of UMD can positively touch every corner of the globe. We thank you, curl 
newest members of the UMD alumni family, and look fonward to following, supporting and. 
celebrating your life achievements. I 
